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ABSTRACT
THE PRACTICE OF PR IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR,
THE CASE OF TURKISH AIRLINES: A CRITICAL APPRISAL

GŸvelioÛlu, Recep
M. Sc. Department of Media and Cultural Studies
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Raßit KAYA

September 2006, 142 pages

This study starts with the explanations of importance, principles, management stages,
targets and tools of public relations in general and gives detailed information on its
theoretical base. The first two chapters are designated to provide detailed information
about public relations. In the third chapter the evaluation of public relations in the
public sector which is the main goal of the research is presented. It is obvious that
public relations is a management function which creates a mutual understanding
between the corporation and its publics or audience. But this isnÕt the case all of the
time in the public sector.
THY is taken as a case in order to provide clear examples of the mentality and
practices in public relations in the public sector. The detailed information about the
corporation and its public relations units are given to explain the PR activities of the
corporation.
THY as a state economic corporation, has a socially responsible approach in its
service; on the other hand, it is a profit-making entity as well. From the number of
assigned personnel to the sub-structural matters and the principles of promotional
activities, THY administrationÕs approach to public relations is evaluated in this
study.
iv

In the selected year of 2003, THY administration was at the edge of changing
mentality in public relations issues. Three cases such as the DiyarbakÝr plane crash,
SARS crisis and the starting flights to New Delhi are taken to explain the traditional
mentality and the new business like mentality in public relations.
The public relations in THY is compared with British Airways and Lufthansa in their
websites.
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…Z
KAMU SEKT…R†NDE HALKLA ÜLÜÞKÜLER UYGULAMALARI
T†RK HAVAYOLLARI …RNEÚÜ : ELEÞTÜREL DEÚERLENDÜRME

GŸvelioÛlu, Recep
YŸksek Lisans, Medya ve KŸltŸrel ‚alÝßmalar
Tez Yšneticisi : Prof. Dr. Raßit KAYA

EylŸl 2006, 142 sayfa

Bu •alÝßma genel olarak Halkla Ülißkilerin šnemi, ilkeleri, yšnetim aßamalarÝ, hedef
kitlesi ve ara•larÝnÝn a•ÝklanmasÝyla baßlar ve bu bšlŸmler hakkÝnda teorik olarak
ayrÝntÝlÝ bilgi verir. Ülk iki bšlŸm Halkla ilißkilerle ilgili ayrÝntÝlÝ bilgilere ayrÝlmÝßtÝr.
†•ŸncŸ bšlŸmde bu araßtÝrmanÝn asÝl amacÝ olan kamu sektšrŸnde halkla ilißkilerle
ilgili deÛerlendirmeler sunulmußtur. Halkla ilißkilerin, kurumla hedef kitlesi arasÝnda
karßÝlÝklÝ anlayÝß yaratacak bir yšnetim icraatÝ olduÛu a•ÝktÝr. Ancak kamu
sektšrŸnde bu her zaman aynÝ anlama gelmez.
THY, Kamu sektšrŸndeki halkla ilißkilerin mantÝk ve uygulamalarÝna a•Ýk šrnekler
veren bir olay olarak ele alÝnmÝßtÝr. Kurumun halkla ilißkiler faaliyetlerini izah i•in
kurum ve onun halkla ilißkiler bšlŸmleri hakkÝnda ayrÝntÝlÝ bilgiler verilmißtir.
Bir Kamu Üktisadi TeßekkŸlŸ olarak THY, ißlevlerinde sosyal sorumluluk taßÝmakla
birlikte kara ge•mesi istenen de bir kurumdur. Bu •alÝßmada, THY yšnetiminin
halkla ilißkiler konusundaki yaklaßÝmÝ, gšrevli personel sayÝsÝndan alt yapÝ
konularÝna ve tanÝtÝm faaliyetlerindeki ilkelere kadar irdelenmißtir. Se•ilen 2003
yÝlÝnda THY yšnetimi halkla ilißkiler konularÝnda bir mantÝk deÛißiminin
eßiÛindeydi. Halkla ilißkilerde geleneksel kamu
vi

yaklaßÝmÝ

ile

šzel

sektšr

yaklaßÝmÝnÝ a•Ýklamak i•in DiyarbakÝr u•ak kazasÝ, SARS krizi ve Yeni DelhiÕye
sefer baßlatÝlmasÝ, Ÿ• araßtÝrma konusu olarak ele alÝnmÝßtÝr.
THY halkla ilißkiler faaliyetleri, British Airways ve Lufthansa ile WEB sayfalarÝ
bazÝnda mukayese edilmißtir.
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INTRODUCTION
AmericaÕs 16th President Abraham Lincoln once said, 'What kills a skunk is the
publicity it gives itself'. Perhaps one of the19th centuryÕs most important presidents
may have lead the way to a new and vital area that many people were not aware of.
Today, governments as well as private companies have given major importance to
their publicity. In the United States, according to the US Bureau of Statistics, there
were 188,000 public relations specialists in 2004. In Turkey however, the
registration process is not as clear, therefore the definite number of PR specialists is
not known.
My research is aimed to evaluate and define the public relation activities of the
public sector in the case of Turkish Airlines (THY). In this research I tried to
accomplish the aim basically with three case studies and comparisons. In this
study, statements of first hand sources as well as international documents are used.
In the news business, PR representatives are the first ones called when in need of
information. Having worked at the Turkish Airlines (THY) for 2 years as a Press
Advisor and with my journalism background, I have been both the interviewer and
the interviewee in many cases. Since I had access to the activities and
administrative structures of the corporation, studying such a subject has been an
advantage.
During my research I tried to use primary resources as well as the international
literature. In the framework of this study the essential data of THY was taken as a
primary resource.
In my research I faced some difficulties. One of the problems that I faced was to set
the exact time period for the study. And I might also add some restrictions reaching
some corporate information to that problem. On the other hand there were no
convenient and suitable documentary systems (such as CDÕs, publicity films etc.)
established in THY so this was the other disadvantage I had. The feedback system
1

was not properly and effectively working in the corporation. For this reason I had
some problems gathering correct and useful information. In THY some information
was lost and some of the important institutions were not established before 2004
such as Professional Media News analysis which has been done since March 2004.
I used almost every document to complete the thesis and especially the case studies.
The year 2003 was very important in the Administration of THY. The new
administration tried to change its traditional approach towards public relations due
to the many reasons such as privatization. As I explained in detail in the later
chapters, the trial of mentality change created a transition period in PR activities of
THY. That period included the flaws of the public sector mentality and the benefits
of business PR. Therefore I have chosen this transition period for my research.
Three case studies were taken to prove the trial of mentality changes in the
administration of THY.
My research does not cover the answer to the question whether the THY
administration has accomplished the mentality change or not. They tried to change
the mentality. However since that transition was not eagerly done and it was done
under pressure the result might not be considered positive.
Part of this study is to evaluate the structure and functions of the public relations
department of Turkish Airlines. I will evaluate the PR department in THY with
special emphasis on media relations and such areas.
I compared THYÕs public relations with Lufthansa and British Airways in their
websites. This study will be the first in THY history as a complete case of public
relations.
Concerning Management, the most important fact is to have a good strategy. As
Henry Mintzberg has written Òthe strategic planning is to the management what
Taylorism is to the salariedÓ. Evaluating public relations within the public sector is
actually a matter of analysing strategies of the managements and managers.
In this research, THY is taken as a case to appraise the strategy and mentality of the
public sector administrations. THY as a Public Economic Enterprise, was part of
the public sector in 2003. Since its 1.25 percent of shares was sold to the public it
was directly under the Privatization Authority which belongs to the Ministry of
2

Finance. The administration of THY was also closely tied with The Ministry of
Transportation for its functions. THYÕs Executive Board was and still is appointed
by the government. Therefore THY can be taken into consideration as a corporation
of the public sector.
This research is conducted to find an answer to the questions of how the traditional
mentality in the THY administration related with public relations and how it has
been changed.
To evaluate the public relations in the public sector in the case of THY, it is
necessary to begin with the concept of public relations.

3

1. CHAPTER ONE: PUBLIC RELATIONS

1.1. DEFINITION, IMPORTANCE AND EVOLUTION

A. DEFINITION

As many other concepts in social sciences, the concept Òpublic relationsÓ has no
certain definition. It has various definitions almost as much as the number of
academicians and executives. There are many reasons for the fact that Òpublic
relationsÓ has so many definitions. First of all it has not produced its general
principles, certain standards, and norms yet.1 Another reason is that the public
relations cover various areas. Therefore it has a very wide area for process and it is
not easy to limit its boundaries. It is applied by companies that give services on
various purposes.2
ÒPublic relationsÓ in English is used as Òhalkla ilißkilerÓ in Turkish. In literature,
Òpublic relationsÓ has many meanings. Some of the definitions of Òpublic relationsÓ
are:
International Public Relations Association (IPRA) adopted a definition for public
relations in its congress convened in 1954. According to that definition public
relations is Òa constant and organized managerial duty of any corporation or
institution to obtain the understanding and support of the target people or
institutions.Ó3

1

SEZER,Birkan Uysal , ÒYšnetsel Liderlik ve Halkla Ülißkilere EtkisiÓ, Amme Üdaresi Dergisi,
Volume:XVIII, Number: 1, 1989, p. 83
2
KAZANCI, Metin , ÒHalkla Ülißkiler ve Üdari DanÝßma MerkezleriÓ, Amme Üdaresi Dergisi, Vol:
V, No: 2, 1972, p. 11
3
Halkla Ülißkiler ÜPRA Raporu, translator A.Fikret IßÝkyakar, Anadolu †niversitesi yayÝnlarÝ, No:
251, Eskißehir 1987, p. 56

4

Public relations is the art of persuading people to accept a behavior or motivate
them to move on specific purposes.4
Public relations is a planned effort to influence opinion through good character and
responsible performance based upon mutual satisfactory two-way communication.5
Public relations is a process to influence public opinion and to be influenced from
them.6
Public relations is the overall activities to have the people adopted the policy of the
administration, to announce continuously and correctly the performances of the
administration to the public, to create a positive atmosphere for the administration,
to learn what public thinks about the administration and what their desires are.7
There is more encompassing definition of public relations. According to this, public
relations is constant and systematic efforts of a corporation in private or public
sector to gain understanding, sympathy and support of target audiences. At the end
of that mutual communication process the corporation can modify the public
according to its own demands, and can be changed according to the public demand.8
This definition covers both private and public sectors, even though there are
differences among two sectors in practices. Public corporations aim to serve to the
public. Public relations provides services to the public in the best way. Therefore,
the private sectorÕs public relations depend on that mentality to make profit in the
rivalry base. 9 Communication in private sectorÕs public relations is considered as
one-way functions to get the messages of public for the future use. From this point
of view, the mentality of public relations in private sector is based on Òprivate
sectorÕs influence on situationÓ.10

4

ASNA, M.Alaaddin , ÒYšnetim Halk ÜlißkileriÓ, Amme Üdaresi Dergisi, Vol: I, No: 3-4, 1968, p.
56
5
ibid, p:5
6
MIH‚IOÚLU Cemal , Halkla Ülißkiler Nedir?, Halkla Ülißkiler Semineri, MPM yayÝnlarÝ, No: 106,
Ankara 1971, p. 14
7
TORTOP, Nuri , Kamu KurulußlarÝnda Halkla Ülißkiler, TODAÜE, Ankara 1975, p. 4
8
SEZER, Birkan Uysal, Halkla Ülißkiler: Bir DeÛerlendirme, Amme Üdaresi Dergisi, Vol: XVI, No:
3, 1983, p. 24.
9
www.ekitapyayin.com/id/051/halklailiskiler1.htm#44#44; accession date: September 2006
10
KAZANCI, Metin , Halkla Ülißkiler Kuramsal ve Uygulamaya Ülißkin Sorunlar, Second Edition,
Ankara 1982, p. 37Ê
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However in public sectorÕs public relations, communication is not one-way but twoway. In this sector, objectives of public relations are centered to promote the public
institution, to create a positive public opinion, to relate expectations, desires and
complaints of public to the institution, and to make necessary changes in itself
accordance with these expectations.11
A Corporation is in an open system. Therefore, it is open to the public.12 That
means a corporation always is in relation with its environment. This shows that
there is an interaction between environment and system. This interaction makes
public relations inevitable.
The environment or circumstances influence corporations in many ways.
Corporations, too, influence the environment. This interaction process among the
systems is effective on production, marketing, and administration functions. Public
relations is the function of the corporation or a part of the corporation system to
establish close relations with the environment.
Different definitions exist about public relations. ÒIt is a conciliator among the two
sides that will reap benefitsÓ is one of them. 13 According to another one, public
relations is the functions to advocate the organizations to the public.14
In brief, public relations unites the efforts that form communication tactics and
strategies to change behavior and attitude of target audience against the
organization.15
Another definition formulates the concept of public relations as: Òplanned efforts to
influence public opinion through good character and responsible performance based
on mutually satisfactory two-way communicationÓ.16
Public relations in general can be defined as the whole efforts of an institution to be
integrated to the society. Target audience or public is different for every corporation

11

YAL‚INDAÚ, Sel•uk , Kamu Yšnetiminde Halkla Ülißkiler, Amme Üdaresi Dergisi, Vol: XIX,
No: 1, 1986, p. 133-134
12
SABUNCUOÚLU, Zeyyat Üßletmelerde Halkla Ülißkiler, AktŸel YayÝnlarÝ, 2004, Üstanbul, p:3
13
ibid
14
ibid
15
FITZPATRICK, Kathy, GAUTHIER, Candace, ÒToward a Professional Responsability Theory
of Public Relations EthicsÓ, Journal of Mass Media Ethics 16 (2&3), 2001, p:195
16
PELTEKOÚLU, Filiz BALTA, Halkla Ülißkiler Nedir, Beta BasÝm YayÝm, 1998, Üstanbul, p:3;
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or institution. For a government public means all people living in a country, for an
association; its members, for a newspaper; its readers etc.17
The public relations in the context of its definitions and functions have some
specifications. These specifications are the basis of existence for public relations
activities. These specifications can be evaluated in five main categories:18
1. There is ÒcommunicationÓ in the base of the public relations. Communication is
made by face-to-face and through mass media.
2. In the communication process some messages are transmitted to public and,
communication is not considered complete when public receives these messages.
Then, the reaction of public should be measured. In other words, communication is
two-way track and the evaluation matter is the public interest towards the
corporation.

Public interest level gives the corporation information and data for

future plans and strategies.
3. Public relations is the managerial duty which embraces some missions like
establishing foundation philosophy or determining objectives of the corporation.
Adapting corporation to the changing conditions is among the duties of public
relations. Because it is directly dependent to top administration, public relations
department is always located in General Management building.
4. In public relations there should be mutual gains. In other words, public relations
are a Òwin-winÓ situation. Something is given to the public and public, then, gives
something. ThatÕs why companies organize artistic, cultural, sportive and charity
activities, even during their struggle of survive in the business.
5. One of the most important functions of public relations is to influence the public.
The objective for influence the public is to direct them to a certain action and belief,
and to make them love the corporation. But this should not be mixed up with
propaganda. Because;

17
18

ibid, p:3
†LGER, Billur , Üßletmelerde Ületißim ve Halkla Ülißkiler, Der YayÝnlarÝ, 2003, Üstanbul, p:8-9
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a. In public relations, reaction of the public is very important for the
corporation.
b. In public relations there is a concept of mutual gain
c. In public relations true information is given to the public about the
corporation based on the principle of honesty.
It is possible to make a comprehensive definition: Public relations is an art of social
science which evaluates trends, makes predictions about the result of the collecting
information , works as a counselor of the leaders of the corporations and provides
benefits both to the corporation to the public.19

B. IMPORTANCE
The concept of Òsocial benefitÓ gained importance in the strategic decisions of the
corporations. This causes increase of the importance of public relations in the
organization.20
Communication is the most effective way in management. In this context, public
relations, which are responsible for management of communication, plays an
important role for the administration.21
Technological developments made organizations or corporations more transparent
and reshaped the public relations which made them more sensitive to the public.22
The activities of the public relations turned to be strengthening communication
between the corporation and its public.23

19

Narrated in Public Relations Associations Meeting in 1978, R.T. REILLY, Public Relations in
Action, Prentice Hall, 1987 New Jersey, p: 2,
20
LOUGOVOY Constantin, et HUISMAN, TraitŽ de Relations Publiques, Presse Universitaire de
France, 1981, s: 45; Narrated by SABUNCUOÚLU, ibid, p:5
21
ALLERT John R. ÒEthics in Communication: The Role of Public RelationsÓ, Applied Ethics in
Management Towards New Perspective, Editors by S.K. Chakraborty, S.R. Challerjee, Springer
Publishing, 1999; p:190
22
HOERIZ Claire Bodaracco, ÒThe Transparent Corporations and Organized CommunityÓ; Public
Relations Review, 24 (3) 1998, p:266
23
BRUNNING Stephen D., LEDINGHAM John A., ÒRelationships Between Organizations and
Publics: Development of a Multi-Dimensional Organizations-Public Relationship ScaleÓ; Public
Relations Review, 25 (2), 1999, p: 159
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Public relations has become one of the important functions of the corporations.
Today corporations try to influence the public opinion in a positive way and number
of the corporations which work on PR, increases.

C. EVOLUTION
Although it is said that public relations exists since human beings started to live in
society, it is the science of 20th century. However, in the history there are many
examples which were not named Òthe public relationsÓ but aimed to communicate
the public and to strengthen the communication.24 For example;
-1800 B.C. The Sumerians prepared kind of farm bulletins explaining how the
farmers produce cereals.
-Tablets founded in archeological excavations in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Iran are
the oldest examples of efforts of communication to promote the administrators,
religious leaders and their activities.
- Romans innovated the expression ÒVox populi Vox deiÒ(the peopleÕs voice is
GodÕs voice)
-More modern examples are seen first in USA. Ivy Lee and his works are the first.
Lee is regarded as the first real practitioner of public relations. 25 In 1916 Ivy Lee
established the first public relations office. Lee, with the bulletins prepared in that
office, tried to establish communication between the press and businessmen in order
to inform the public opinion about the price policies, supply-demand, and
monopolies.
Ivy Lee published the famous Òproclamation of frontiersÓ about public
relations. In that proclamation26, some principles such as Òto reach the real
informationÓ, Òabolish secret activitiesÓ and Ònot to be mixed up with advertisingÓ
were declared.
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-A rapid development in public relations occurred just after the World War I. when
public institutions, big companies, trade unions and other institutions started to
establish public relations department in their organizations.27
-The importance of public relations was realized after World War II. It is known
today that after the war, 5000 corporation had public relations office and more than
1200 public relations companies were founded in USA. In 1940 it spread to Canada,
France, England, Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Sweden, and Finland and to other
western countries.28

1.2 MAIN OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Main objectives in public relations can be evaluated in two categories: Objectives
for the corporations and social objectives.29

A. OBJECTIVES FOR CORPORATIONS:
Today modern companies formulate their public relations strategies through giving
importance to the public opinion. That strategy also serves their interest.
Corporations which are not open to the public do not live long.30
There are many expectations from public relations policies and process. These
expectations are summarized below:31

- Promoting private entrepreneurship:
Public relations serves to promote private sector. Managers of the private
corporations announce in a realist way Òthe justness of their actions and opinionsÓ
to the public and get the public support.

27
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- Protecting the corporation:
The survival of the organizations which are performing in a complex and dynamic
environment and orientation of them to the changing conditions are the results of
public relation activities.
- Strengthening in finance:
Administrations of commercial organizations increase the number of their partners
and share holders by creating positive image in the public via defining and
explaining their actions. In that way the organization becomes stronger in the
commercial life.
-Acquiring esteem:
Corporations acquire well-known characteristics by protecting their respectability in
the country and abroad.
-Increasing sale:
It is the result of the efficient works of the organizations.
-Finding qualified workers:
One of the functions of public relations is that corporations find well-qualified
workers. These workers praise their companies in the society. That increases the
number of applicants to the corporation for job. Since the corporation has more
applicants to hire, the quality of the workers increases.
-Developing Industrial Relations:
When industrial relations are developed, compromise between trade unions and
employers becomes easier.

B. SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
According to social theories, objectives of public relations can be summarized as:32
- Enlightening the public

32
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- Facilitating the relations of people and the administration.
- Making services more rapid and easier by cooperating with the people
- Listening the demands, recommendations and complaints of the people and
performing to solve the problems

C. BASIC PRINCIPLES IN PUBLIC RELATIONS:

There are some principles which are taken into consideration during the activities:33
-Communicating bilaterally:
As different from advertising, it is necessary for public relations to have bilateral
relations. While giving necessary and enough information to the people and getting
public support in a public relations campaign, corporations should try to learn
public demand and reaction to them.
-Giving right information:
In every step of public relations the corporation

must be honest to get the

successful results. To obtain the public support the corporation has to give right
information. Therefore the objective is to promote the corporation as it is, not as it
should be. If any given information is false, to correct the negative effects on the
public will not be easy.
-Persuasiveness:
This principle is the most difficult part of public relations. To convince people and
change their views require the power of persuasion. It is proven that the bigger the
corporation the bigger the possibility of persuasion. Convincing people also
requires the success. If the results of public relations are successful, the people react
positively to the new related messages.

33
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-Working patiently:
Public relations is a planned and programmed work. It is not easy to convince the
public opinion. First of all, a wide range of researches should be done. Attitudes,
behaviors, habits, traditions of the society should be researched. Then, the public
relations plans which are based on the results of the research are prepared. The tools
of communication in the campaign are selected. The messages which are going to
relate the people are prepared. The budget for the campaign is allocated. The
personnel is selected.
After the ratification of the plan by the management of the corporation, a simulation
of the campaign is done on a small group of people. The simulation or pilot
demonstration of the campaign gives the idea of the obstacles and problems which
may happen during the campaign. Then the campaign starts.
-Widespread responsibility:
The responsibility of the public relations campaign not belongs to the PR
professionals. It is on the shoulders of all personnel from the general manager to
the workers.
-Frankness:
In public relations, frankness or honesty is one of the principles which should be
applied in every action. Modern business management strategy adopts transparent
administration. The information about the corporation and its aims, organization,
economic and financial strength, social activities should be given to the public
without hiding anything. That kind of promotion creates the confidence towards the
corporation. If corporation makes self-criticism some of the time, that will
definitely increase the trustfulness.
-Repetition and sustainability:
This principle is also effective in public relations. Important messages are repeated.
In this way, these messages cannot be forgotten.34
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D. BASIC SPECIFICATIONS OF PR:35
Public relations is a mutual interaction process which covers bilateral relations
between the institution and its surroundings.
In this interaction process the organization gives information about the purposes,
policies, activities, and administrative structure of the corporation or corporation.
Public relations is the corporationÕs efforts to familiarize and evaluate of the
surroundings.
Public relations is permanent and dynamic communication process which includes
carrying messages to the environment, collecting information and feedback from
them, evaluating corporationÕs strategy and activities.
Convincing is the backbone of the public relations. Persuasiveness, supporting,
honesty are the main characteristics of this social science branch.36
Public relations is an art of expertise and skill. Therefore to work as an expert of PR
requires skill and education.
It is also a process of attracting peopleÕs attention.

1.3. MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS:
1.3.1. MANAGEMENT IN THE ACTIVITY STAGES OF PR.
Public relations management has four stages of activities; research, planning,
process, and supervision.37

1.3.1.1. RESEARCH:
A public relations campaign starts with a research. All target audiences of the
corporation and their behavior, their view should be the subject of the research.
Collected information should be analyzed to get the picture of corporation with its
weaknesses and strong points.
35
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A- Subjects of researches: There are four types of researches:38
1. Observation Research:
This kind of research aims to observe the social activities and the trends in the
environment. The research serves as an early warning system for the corporation.
2. Image Research:
This research aims to get information about peopleÕs idea about the corporation. In
this kind of research, information is gathered by public poll surveys applied to the
target audience.
3. Communication Research:
This aims to determine the efficiency of the instruments used by the corporation for
inner and outer communication. There are three methods of this research:
a. Research of readers:
Defines the figures of how many people reads and remembers the News bulletin or
annual reports of the corporation.
b. The content analysis research:
Defines the figures of mass mediaÕs approach towards the corporation. For example
how many news items are issued about the corporation.
c. Readability research:
This aims to find out whether the publications of the corporation is easily readable
or not.
4. Social Responsibility Research:
Researches about social responsibility are designed to learn whether the public is
satisfied with the performances of the corporation on the field of the public welfare.
There are some other kinds of researches designed to gather the information
about quality and quantities of the corporation itself. They are called internal
researches.
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B-Methods of Collecting Information : There are different methods for collecting
information:39
- Scanning resources
- Inquiry
- Opinion polls

1.3.1.2. PLANNING:
Planning is a process to find out answers to some questions such as what the
institution wants to do about public relations, how and when the campaigns will be
done, who is the target audience of the campaign etc.
At the beginning, instead of making any decision, the necessary information is
gathered from various resources. Then strategic plans based on the information are
prepared. That public relation plans should not contradict to the other programs of
the corporation.

1.3.1.3. EVALUATION:
The corporation has to know the positive image of the target audiences for itself. In
order to get the information, researches, meetings, discussion panels are made. The
consumer reports are also very useful tools to get the necessary information for
evaluation.

- Definition of objectives: In planning while the conditions are evaluated, the
objectives should be defined.40
-To enlighten the public by giving them the information
-To convince them about the corporation strategies.
39
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-To convince them the take a positive attitude towards the corporation.
-To simplify and expedite the corporationÕs functions
-To convince the public to cooperate in corporationÕs activities
-To cooperate with the public to get the information about how to make the
performance of the corporation easier.
-To use the complaints of the public to solve the problems.
-To find out ways in correction of the corporationÕs mistakes.
-To take the public demands into account and to make necessary change in the
corporation.

- Definition of target audiences: One of the important stages of planning public
relations is the definition of target audiences. The public or target audiences
include society, workers, trade unions, material suppliers, provider companies,
money market, distributors, customers, scientists, leaders. It is not possible for a
corporation to reach every part of the public. It concentrates its resources on a
limited range of the public.

-Selection of communication tools and techniques: While planning public relations,
communication tools should be determined. The purpose of the selection is to figure
out how to deliver the messages to the public in a cheaper and fast way.
Public relations budget consists of the amounts of consumptions for implementing
and executing the function of the public relations.

-Budgeting: Even though there are detailed budgets in the companies, allocations
for public relations should be made in detail earlier.

-Time table: In planning stage setting a time table would be very efficient. That
table shows what will be done and when.

17

1.3.1.4. PROCESS:
Execution of the plan is the most difficult stage of public relations. After
researching and planning, public relations practitioners start to execute the plan.
Process of public relationsÕ plan means a campaign. In the campaign the message
are carried to the target audiences.
Before starting process, it would be useful to make simulation or pilot study on a
small group that represents the target audience. If the pilot study is successful, then
it is possible to use the same system.

1.3.1.5. SUPERVISION
This stage controls the process to realize whether it is compatible to the objectives
and plans or not. It has four stages:41
- determining the standards,
- determining the results of the process,
- making comparison,
- precautions

1.3.2 TARGET AUDIENCES IN PUBLIC RELATIONS:
Main objective of public relations is to create better understanding between the
corporation and its environment.
However this definition does not explain the real objective. Companies mostly give
importance and priority to a specific audience for communication. They are the real
target audiences of the corporation.
Here one can say ÒThere is not only public relations, there are relations with target
audience.Ó42
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Target audiences in public relations are divided into two43 as the target audience
inside the corporation (internal) and the target audience outside of the corporation
(external).44

Internal Target

External Target Audiences

Audiences
Personnel

Customers

Retired
personnel

Media

Workers
families

Suppliers

Shareholders

Financial target audiences ÐBanks, insurance companies

Trade unions

Leaders (Religious leaders , academic group, people of
art , governors etc.
Non governmental Organizations
Probable applicants for job
Middlemen
Social environment

All these target audiences have some expectations.
Companies become successful and productive only with the contribution of their
personnel. Therefore the communication has to start first inside the corporation in
order to satisfy and motivate the personnel. Only after that stage, the corporation
can reach the success on external target audiences. There have been many activities
developed and applied in the companies in order to encourage the personnel.45
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A. SHAREHOLDERS:
Shareholders who are one of the internal audiences expect well-arranged financial
system and high profit from the corporation. Nobody buys any of its shares if the
corporation is controversial, unless otherwise he is trying to get rid of his money.46

B. TRADE UNIONS:
Companies should always be in communication with trade unions of the workers.
Their expectations are always the better life for their members.47

C. MEDIA:
The information about the corporation is carried to the public by press. For that
reason, press members are important target audience and can not be disregard in
public relations.48

D.MEDIATORS:
When the corporation persuade mediator companies and their demand like
delivering merchandise on time are met, the relations will be positive and this will
be indirectly satisfy the customers.49

E. SUPPLIERS:
Satisfaction of suppliers which give the corporation the opportunity to carry on a
certain quality and price policy is important for the corporation to achieve its
objectives.50
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F. FINANCIAL TARGET AUDIENCES:
The corporation should convince the banks and insurance companies that it is
reliable and stable institution. Satisfying banks is one of the most important duties
for public relations.51
G. LEADERS:
The leaders of the public opinion such as religious leaders, educators, artists do
influence the political authorities and the public itself. Therefore having a good
relation with them at least prevents crucial measures against the corporation.52
H. NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS:
These institutions just like the leaders of the public opinion expect the corporation
performs in an ethical way. To be in a good term with them makes the corporationÕs
image better.53
I.

POTENTIAL LABOR FORCE :

One of the important target audiences is the group consist of workers of other
institutions and new graduates or students. This group should be persuaded that the
institution is a successful and a good employer.54
J. SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT:
The corporation should act to meet the demands of the society. Society expects the
corporation to work on social problems, environmental pollution, traffic etc.55

1.4. COMMUNICATION TOOLS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS:
The communication tools can be evaluated in three groups: written tools, verbal
tools, and audio- visual tools.56
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1.4.1. WRITTEN TOOLS:
These tools provide the information about the corporation to internal or external
target audiences in a written form. The objective is to promote the corporation.
However this promotion should carry right information and not exaggerate the facts
and should not be like advertising.57
News bulletin,
Corporation magazine,
Brochure,
Hand booklets,
Out door,
Others (like annual reports)

1.4.2 VERBAL TOOLS:
There are some verbal communication tools other than written ones for the public
relations expert of the corporation. Verbal tools in public relations are: telephone
calls, face to face meetings, meetings, conferences and seminars.

1.4.3. AUDIO VISUAL TOOLS:
They are the productions of modern technology. Radios, TVÕs, slates, websites etc.

57
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2.

CHAPTER TWO:

PUBLIC RELATIONS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
There is no commonly excepted definition for the public relations in business.
There are many definitions for this branch of social science due to the facts that its
boundaries and limits are not settled, its expertsÕ traditional education and trends are
different. Another reason for this multi explanation is that the activities of this
branch mostly depend on the practitionerÕs skill. Some of the definitions were
explained in the first chapter.
However, a definition, which was not mentioned before, explains the relation
between public relations and business management much better than the others and
it can be a good start for this chapter. According to the definition, public relations
are planned process of skilled promotion of the objective, policy, and activities of a
corporation and to get support of targeted people and groups in order to be in
constant relation with the environment.58

2.1. MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
In the highly competitive business life, every day a new product which is not very
different then the others goes into the market. Under these circumstances,
companies sending messages to their consumer groups by using many channels in
order to establish an effective communication. These messages which are carried by
promotion techniques through public relations tools or personal sales basically aim
to establish long term communication and brand image.59
The close relationship between the public relations and marketing is based on the
fact that both of them are extroverted. One of the famous experts of the marketing
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science P. Kottler stated the importance of marketing and public relations role in
it.60 It is shown in the table below:61

Personal sale

PRODUCT

DELIVERY

PRICE

IMPACT

Advertising

Promotion for sale

Promotion (PR)

As it is seen in the table, marketing and public relations are penetrated each other.
However the aim of marketing is sale and aim of public relations is establish a
communication with audiences. Even though there is a link between public
relations and marketing, they have different functions.

2.2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Today we are living in an era of competition in companies. Rivalry is the setting of
all companies. Being successful in the area requires beating the others. A
corporation has two choices whether to be successful or to terminate its own
existence.
Being successful in competition a corporation should be different than the others.
Therefore evaluating the contribution of public relations to the marketing, this
question should be asked: In what way a corporation explains its difference to its
target audiences?
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The social responsibility campaigns provide the proper answers to this question. In
these campaigns the Òwin-winÓ mentality and the emotional matters are highlighted
in order to establish a sub-structure of goodwill. This sub-structure is used in the
time of crisis.62
The social responsibility of corporations is the obligation of them, as a part of
society, to act in accordance with the ethical principles.63
The definition of social responsibility of corporations can be described,
corporationÕs obligation towards the people and institution in the society and
respond to them in addition to make a profit.64
Social responsibility campaigns give the institution the opportunity to have a better
image on public and to get the loyalty of the customers. The society has become
intolerant to the companies that do not do anything about their obligations.65
CorporationÕs social responsibility activities have two main reasons.66
-Effects of penal codes.
It differs depending on the country. Codes against pollution and government
decrees force the companies to obey the rules of social responsibility.
-Corporation wants to contribute to the society voluntarily:
The social responsibilities of the corporations means to act with the other
institutions around in order to reach common benefit. In this case, the relation
between the corporation and society is shaped. This concept takes its place in the
area of public relations.67
Public relations is the only and the most effective managerial element which
evaluates social trends in corporation. In this context, public relations became a
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managerial function to implement social responsibility of the corporation and to
establish social policies about the society and to trigger them.68

2.3. CORPORATE IMAGE
What is image? In its history, Fugger familyÕs efforts in Augsburg during XV and
XVI century is considered today the image saving activities, even though it was not
named at that time. The Fugger family engaged in activities to create an image for
an international communication way, to generate a special logo for their corporation
and to print their own newspaper.69
There are some definitions about image. According to Johanssen, image is the
integrity of attitudes, information, experiences, and desires; according to CG. Jung,
it is an idea towards an object. One part of it is compatible with the reality; the other
part is compatible with the information that came form the subject.Ó70
Image is the views and ideas of the individuals about an object or a corporation or
another person. It should not be realistic. Everyone has his own image. However
positive image requires some activities which one of the aims of public relations is
to realize them.71
Therefore corporate image is the beliefs of the society about the corporation.72
An image prompts in the mind of the people when a name of the corporation
mentioned is the corporate image.
Corporate image is formulated by many factors. Causes to create corporate image
sometimes are based on vague information.73
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Therefore the corporate image, factors of it and the impressions in the society
should be analyzed carefully. Otherwise it would be very difficult to correct the
mistakes of vague information. At this point the public relation comes to the scene
and does the vital services by creating positive corporate image.74

2.4. SPONSORSHIP AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Attempts of the royal families in the ancient Greek and Roman civilizations to
protect the arts and artists show the roots of sponsorship in history.75
Sponsorship is the support of a person or an organization in sportive, artistic, and
social areas by providing money or a service and includes planning, organization,
process and supervision of all the activities.76
The sponsorship shows the real objective of the corporation. There can be two
main objectives. Whether it desires to get profit out of this activity or plans to
protect arts, artists, sports, sportsman etc.77 Sponsorship as a part of public
relationsÕ activities can be regarded under headline of audio-visual public relations.
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3. CHAPTER THREE:
PUBLIC RELATIONS IN THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

3.1. SOCIETYÕS INFORMATION NEED
In the developments of the modern state, public administration has gained an
important role. As a result of this development, people and groups are come across
with the functions and the services of the administration. Services such as
communication, education, health, security, justice and defense are provided either
by the state or by the private corporation under the close supervision of state. 78
Due to the increase of the administrationÕs power, protection of the citizen against
public bureaucracy has become essential.

Another necessity is forcing

administration to act adequately to the law. Public administrationÕs intervention to
daily life with its increased power and enlarged body also make public control
compulsory to check its actions. The public control, forces the administration to be
open to the public. That means the public has a need to learn what the decision is
and who makes it. There is an idea that people should participate to the
administration to make the public control easier.79 The idea of clarity in the
administration, started to develop rapidly since 1960. In todayÕs world, it is
accepted that administration should open all of its activities to the society.80
Having an access to the information about the activities and decisions of the
administration is considered a right in many countries. (Free Information Acts) Of
course some information about public administration should be kept in secret.
However improving the relations between the administration and the people needs
respect to the right of people to access free information and a balanced approach to
the secrecy.81
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In Turkish public administration also there are some arrangements on this issue.
According to Turkish constitution Article 74, ÒCitizens have the right to apply in
written form to the competent authorities and to the Turkish Grand National
Assembly with regard to the requests and complaints concerning themselves or the
public. The result of the application concerning themselves shall be made known to
the petitioner in written forms without delay. The way of exercising this right shall
be determined by law.Ó According to Article 7 of Law for Exercising the Right of
Petition, ÒTurkish citizensÕ requests and complaints should be answered in two
monthsÓ
Government officers are not allowed to give information to news agencies, radios
and televisions. The information can only be given by the Minister or his advisors
in the capital city; by governors or an authorized people in the provinces.82
Information about military services can only be announced by authorized personnel
entitled by special codes.83 Law for Government Officers (numbered 657) article 15
and article 31 read that government officers are forbidden to give information about
their duties in public services, even they have left their job.84 That information can
only be given by the authorized minister. That also covers Public Economic
Enterprises.85
There is Free Information Law which was in force since 2000 but that does not
work properly.
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3.2 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
If there is a proper system in public relations, peopleÕs demand for information
about their expectations, opinions, requests, and complaints can reach to the
administration. The main objective should not create an image of well-organized
administration, but to force the administration to be well-organized.86
In the democracies peopleÕs participation to the decision making process facilitates
the accomplishment of goals in the government programs.87
Accomplishment in the big issues like development plans, programs and new taxes
to the small ones like measurements of municipal authorities depend on public
acceptance and participation. Administrations have a lot of problems if the public
opinion reacts negatively to their decisions.88
Public relations have an important role for the administrative efficiency. With the
help of effective and systematic public relations programs, administrations can
reach the participation, support, and cooperation of the public.89
The advantage of the public relationsÕ programs can be taken in two- ways to
achieve this goal. These programs should be designed to get the public expectations
into the account while determining the policy of service to the administrations.
Programs also include the measurements for encouragement of the people to
support the decisions of the administration.90
ÊThe flow of information from public to the administration can be described Òthe
familiarization of publicÓ. Promoting programs of administration can be named
ÒpromotionÓ.91
Public relations in the public sector can be defined as; ÒAdministrative efforts to
establish a balance and harmony with the public.Ó These efforts are designed to
meet the both sideÕs demands on the same point. The actual aim of the public
relations in the public sector is also the same. The objective of public relations in
the public administration is to keep the administration and the public in harmony.
86
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The public relations in the public administration can de defined as Òcontinuous and
systematic efforts to assist to implement the developments as the public opinion
wants in the institution and vice versa, and to keep the institution and its
environment in harmony and balance.Ó92

3.3.

THE ROLE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS IN THE PUBLIC

ADMINISTRATION
Mordecai Lee explained the role of public relations in the administration.
According to LeeÕs approach, public relations is designed93;
-ÊÊ To apply and implement policies of administration,
-ÊÊ To help administration to have a good place in press agencies,
-ÊÊ To give public information about the activities of the administration,
-ÊÊ To keep public administration institutions in harmony,
-ÊÊ To increase the sensitivity of the administration to the public,
-ÊÊ To activate the support in government units.
The objectives of a planned and continuous public relations program for public
administration can be described as94:
- To get publicÕs support for new reforms or new laws
- To remove confusion in public about the new and complex duties of the
administration and to carry reliable information to the electorates in order to take
the right decision in the elections.
- To inform public about the services and duties of the administration to make them
participate those services and duties or draw benefit from them,
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Ankara, A.†. BasÝn-YayÝn YŸksek Okulu ve TŸrkiye ve Orta DoÛu Amme Üdaresi EnstitŸsŸ, 1987,
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- To get the citizensÕ support without any interference,
- To present the opinions of public to law enforcement people in order to make the
execution of the rules in a realistic way,
The administrationÕs attitude towards public opinion will be evaluated in the case of
Turkish Airlines (THY)

3.4. ETHICS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR
In the last 25 years, ethics has been an important element of all fields no matter if
they were academic, social, cultural or purely commercial ones. Journalism,
advertisement, public relations had also been the issues practices of which were
studied with also a focus on their ethical dimensions.
Thus, it is necessary for us, as well, to have a brief look at the ethics debate in the
field of PR.

3.4.1 ETHICS IN PR
Ethical issues in corporations are getting great importance. Today in democracies
whether it is in the private or public sector, almost every corporation or institution is
being forced to obey the rules of ethic. To act ethical means, Òhonesty, confidence,
respect and justÓ.95
Ethic rules cover both the internal and external relations.
Sociologist Raymond Baumhart asked businesspeople ÒWhat does ethics means to
you?Ó among their replies:96
-

Ethics has to do with my feeling tell me right or wrong

-

Ethics has to do with my religious beliefs

-

Being ethical is doing what the law requires

-

Ethics consist of the standards of behavior our society accepts.
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It is not easy to describe the meaning of ÒethicsÓ sine many peopleÕs idea about
ethics are uncertain.

When previously respected business, government and

religious leaders are exposed as cheaters, peopleÕs opinion is influenced.
In public relations no issues is more critical than ethics.
In the light of many misconceptions abut the practice of PR is or is not, it is
compulsory the practitioners follow the highest standards of personal and
professional ethics.
PR consultants must always talk to their clients about accuracy, frankness and away
from lying and hiding the truth.97
Among the bad habits of exaggeration, lie and illusion etc, the most criticized one
in PR is called ÒSpinÓ.98
Therefore spin has to be described in this study.
-Spin99
In public relations, spin is a pejorative term signifying a heavily biased portrayal in
one's own favor of an event or situation. While traditional public relations may also
rely on creative presentation of the facts, "spin" often, though not always, implies
disingenuous, deceptive and/or highly manipulative tactics. Politicians are often
accused of spin by their political opponents.
The term is borrowed from ball sports such as cricket. The techniques of "spin"
include:
-Selectively presenting facts and quotes that support one's position
-Non denial denial
-Phrasing in a way that assumes unproven truths
- Euphemism to disgise or promote one's agenda
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Another spin technique involves careful choice of timing in the release of certain
news so it can take advantage of prominent events in the news.

3.4.2 ETHICS IN PUBLIC SECTOR PR
Unfortunately today the most people never appreciate what their governments are
trying to do for them. There is a limit, however, to how many people government
officers can talk to directly. Therefore public relations is so important for the public
sector without the spin and half-truths.
The gap between citizens and government needs to be closed much more
effectively. Influence and control public opinion by controlling information too
rigidly always create greater misunderstanding, more mistrust, and a growing gap
between citizens and their government.
The proof of that is easily found in general public mistrust for government and
corporate leaders.
In this case the objective of public relations in the public sector can be explained as
establishing support and trust for government.
Democracy lives with open, transparent government. Usually this concept is framed
in terms of access to information. But in an age of information, simple access isn't
enough. For open government to work, there needs to be effective communication
of vital information so citizens can actually appreciate and understand the
challenges government faces.
The job of public sector public relations is not to provide spin, but rather to find
ways to communicate information to citizens. This is more difficult than spinning
messages
In this study mismanagement and non ethical attitudes of public relations in public
sector are going to be evaluated in the chapter four.
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4. CHAPTER FOUR:
THE CASE OF THY

4.1. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
Public sector in Turkey like many of the other countries has unnecessarily large and
clumsy body which reacts very slowly in its operations. ThatÕs why last two and a
half decades Turkish governments have been trying to achieve privatization goals.
Its PR activities, as explained above chapters, are not suitable enough for business
operations.
This master thesis is generally aimed to evaluate the public sectorÕs public relations
in the case of THY.
The specific goal of the research aimed to define the public sector mentality in the
field of PR and its transition attempt to make it business type in the case of THY.

4.2. PERIOD OF THE RESEARCH:
The year 2003 is a very significant period in the history of THY. Due to the results
of general elections, new AKP Government appointed the new administration of
THY in February of 2003. Until August of that year the new administration who
changed the department chief of PR activities, tried to do PR functions with
inexperienced people. At the same time the government gave great importance to
privatization program. New initiative to sell more THY shares to public was
boosted. The administration of THY had to change their mind in public relations
and tried to take new steps for business PR.
The circumstance- forced mentality change gave PR activities of this transition
period much more importance. Therefore the year 2003 has been chosen for the
research.
Turkish GovernmentÕs initiative for the new Public Administration Law was
conducted by Under Secretary of Prime Minister …mer Din•er who was also
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member of the THY Executive Board in 2003. That was another significant
indication for the importance of the period for all public sectors.
My conduct of THYÕs media relations after September 2003 to September 2005 in
the capacity of Press Counselor of The THY General Directorate gave me the
opportunity to reach the information dawn to the last detail and to observe the
operation very closely which is the another reason to do this research

4.3 METHODOLOGY
In theoretical issues I used some reference books, websites and articles. But the
information related to THY are mostly based on my own observations, news items
(press clippings), articles and my meetings with the administrators. Comparing
THYÕs PR relationsÓ is made via comparing THYÕs website with British AirwaysÕ
and LufthansaÕs.
Three cases are evaluated to prove the public sector mentality and business
mentality in THYÕs public relations.

4.4. THY
Turkish Airlines (THY) used to be the only airlines company of Turkey. Being the
only airlines company in domestic flights, besides being a public sector company
shaped to a great extend the PR needs and efforts of the THY. In this study, I will
examine THYÕs PR performance on the basis of some concrete cases, by comparing
its website with the websites of Lufthansa and British Airlines and also using my
observations during my employment in the TYH as press advisor to the Director.
Before looking at those concrete cases and evaluating its PR performance, we need
to have a closer look at the THY.

4.4.1. WHAT IS THY AND ITS PRIMARY MISSION?
Turkish Airlines was founded in 1933. After a very successful evolution, Turkish
Airlines proposes more than 110 destinations all around the world. Thus, Turkish
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Airlines is planned to continue to have one of the youngest fleets in Europe with an
average fleet age of 5.91. In 2003, Turkish Airlines carried more than 10.000.000
passengers and reached an annual turnout of 1.8 billion US Dollars. 1.8 Percent of
its shares are owned by the private sector.
The management of THY has changed after the last elections as a result of which
the AKP government came to power. Turkish Airlines (THY) is one of the most
prominent corporations in Turkey. Nearly 1.5 billion US Dollars turnover per year
(in 2003) makes THY one of the key elements of the Turkish economy.
The main function of THY is transportation and its main product can be described
just as a "ticket" or sometimes a Òseat.Ó More than 10 thousand people are
employed by THY and millions of passengers fly to more than 100 destinations
inside and outside of Turkey by this ÒticketÓ.
The actual value of the paper ticket costs merely a penny. But passengers buy it,
spending hundreds of US dollars. What makes that ticket valuable is its image. To
create this image is the duty of the PR department of THY.
In fact, THY as a state economic corporation, has a socially responsible approach in
its service understanding; on the other hand, however, it is a profit-making entity as
well. Therefore, we cannot define the main aim of THY solely as Òsocial
marketingÓ. From this point of view ticket or seat is the key point, so we have to
add this to the corporate image and service quality in the name of social
responsibility and being profitable.
THYÕs mission has been defined many times in history but as a concrete result we
have only the motto of a Òflag carrierÓ of Turkey. Profitability was not the main
objective for years. It only came to the scene after 1985, but real profit has been
made first time in the year of 2000.
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4.4.2.THE ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF THY

TURKISH AIRLINES JSC CORPORATE PROFILE ( 2003 figures) (* )
( *The yearbook of Turkish Airlines )
Foundation Date

20.05.1933

Activity Fields

Civil Air Transportation

Head Office

Turkish Airlines JSC General Management
Building. Ataturk Airport. YesilkoyISTANBUL

Domestic and International
Activity Points (Destinations )

28 Domestic Points - 75 International

President of Board of Directors

Dr. Candan KarlÝtekin

General Manager

Abdurrahman GŸndoÛdu ( now changed )

Point

Turkish Airlines JSC is autonomous in its
domestic activities as a State Economic
Corporation but since the majority of the
corporation is owned by the state its
CorporationÕs Partnership
Structure

activities are subject to the control of
Privatization Administration. The fact that
THY is a public corporation makes it also
subject to scrutiny of the Turkish Capital
Markets Authority.

Total Number of Personnel

10.781

Personnel Dispersion
Number of directors

252

Number of workers

10.511

Personnel Education Level
Doctorate

10
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Post-Graduate

183

Graduate

2.505

Institution of higher education

1.468

High-school

5.433

Elementary school

1.183

Age average of the workers

34.5

Male/Female proportion of the
workers

42 % of the workers are female and 58 %

Average Seniority Year

10

are male.

Under the Technical, Commercial,
Training Opportunities

Computer, Quality, Management and Behavior
headings; with 62 educators, directors and
support personnel in 40 classes, 1 lecture hall,
training is provided in the corporation.

Payment Policy

Designed with the Collective Labor
Agreement.

Career Opportunities

Through performance, there are vertical
and horizontal career opportunities in
Turkey or abroad.

Social Opportunities

Transportation, medical and catering
services for the personnel and day nursery
services for the personnelÕs children.
In addition, the social benefits available
under the Labor Law , reduced or free
flight right as well as the second
retirement right are provided.

Attitudes About Military
Service

Personnel had better complete their

Working Order

Normal Working Order (08:30-17:30)
Dual Shift Order (08:00-14:00 / 14:00-20:00)
Triple Shift Order (07:00-15:00 / 15:00-23:00
/

Military service.
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Leave Policy

Annual leaves are given to the personnel
according to their terms of employment and
positions. Excused leave, natural disaster
leave, death and birth leaves are also provided
according to the positions of the employees.

Required qualifications

Changes according to the position.

Minimum Education Level

Changes according to the position.

Social abilities desired

Successful in human relations
Effective and accurate decision making
Analytical thinking
Presentable in appearance
Responsible
Self sacrificing and service oriented

Foreign language

Required in some positions

Work experience

Changes according to the position.

Internship Opportunities

Internship opportunity available to career
schools and various departments of the
universities.

For Internship Application

Turkish Airlines JSC Training Chairmanship
Ataturk Airport (B) Gate, Yesilkoy - IST.

4.4.3. THE WORK DEFINITION OF THE PR DEPARTMENT IN THY
Within the context of moving to a social marketing area the Department of Public
Relations has certain privileges as well as extra responsibilities. The main areas of
responsibility are media relations, advertisements, production of its well known
magazine SKYLIFE, and provision of financial support to promotional activities.
The duties of the department are described in the Internal Regulations100. According
to the internal regulation rules, the department issues press releases, conducts media
relations, designs indoor and outdoor ads in the press and commercials -with the
100

Internal regulations dated 01.07.1985 and numbered 2784, 2785, 2786.
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help of a creative advertisement corporation-, designs promotional materials and
arranges participation in various fairs and exhibitions in and out of Turkey.
Evaluation of objectives of promotional activities of the THYÕs PR Department,
requires reference to theory. According to Mitchell Friedman,101 Òan objective is a
milestone measuring progress toward a goalÓ
Even if itÕs hard to specify all objectives to measure the PR activities, some guidetype definitions can be stated.102
- Building Product Awareness
Marketers can use a PR element that generates consumer attention and awareness
via media placements and special events.Ê
- Creating Interest
News and stories in the media can help entice a targeted audience to try the
product.Ê
- Providing Information
PR can be used to provide customers with more in depth information about products
and services.Ê
- Stimulating Demand
A positive article in a newspaper, on TV news show or mentioned on the Internet,
often results in a discernable increase in product sales.
- Reinforcing the Brand
In many companies the public relations function is also involved with brand
reinforcement by maintaining positive relationships with key audiences. A strong
image helps the corporation build its business and it can help the corporation in
times of crises as well.

101
102

a consultant to All About Public Relations website
http://www.knowthis.com/tutorials/principles-of-marketing/public-relations/4.htm
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4.4.3.1. THE DESIGN OF PR DEPARTMENT IN 2003
The chart
The Head of the
Department
(vacant)

Director of
Press and
Advertisement

Director of
Public Relations

Director of
Consumer Relations
and Protocol

Number of personnel: 42
The PR department is a comparably small unit in THY. Both the number of
personnel and the responsibility areas of the chief of the department are insufficient.
There are no in-house training programs offered to the personnel in PR Department.
Besides, since most of the time, managers are brought from the other sources,
personnel do not feel enthusiastic in their professional life. There are a number of
personnel in the PR department all eager to be qualified and experienced in their
working area.
The budget of the PR department seems to fluctuate constantly within the
corporation.
In the year 2003 the budget was not flexible enough and sufficient. Even though the
budget is bigger compare with the budgets of previous years, (Table below) 2003
was period of public sales of THY shares which requires a lot of advertising and
promotion. There was no Department Chief of PR in THY. The new
administrationÕs evaluation of the department is not clear yet, even though they
were in power since February of the same year.
It has been the common attitude of almost all administrations in the whole history
of THY to ignore the PR Department to a certain extent. Main reasons for this can
be:
- Since it is a governmental body, they do not feel obliged to push themselves
further to promote what is achieved.
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-Whether it is profitable or not does not call for a significant change since itÕs a
governmental body.
-To find proper activity for PR requires more effort.
-Personnel that are working in the department are not qualified enough for their
jobs.
Percentage of the budgets of the department within the total THY budgets, reflects
the lack of attention towards PR activities. The ratios are:
0.25% in 2000,
0.22 % in 2001,
0.25 % in 2002,
and

0.60 % in 2003.

YEAR

057 ALLOCATED
BUDGET OF PR

444 SPENDING

RATIO
TO
TOTAL

2000

6.528.698.583.177.-TL

1.674.708.745.669.-TL

%0,25

Ê
2001
Ê
2002
Ê
2003
Allocation

10.473.484.-$

2.686.605.-$

7.883.910.691.264.-TL

1.742.907.471.561.-TL

6.459.750.-$

Ê
%0,22

1.428.066.-$

4.796.970.242.975.-TL

1.191.763.618.494.-TL

3.189.740.-$

792.452.-$

11.459.998.043.330.-TL

6.866.885.450.000.-TL

5.845.879.-$

3.500.000.-$

Ê
%0,25
Ê
%0,60
Ê

Mainly it was not the fault of the Department Head, the administrationsÕ approach
to the PR issues created the failure. The lack of strategy and principles for the PR
activities also highly contributed to this failure. Most of the activities are not
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designed according to the rational principles but according to certain subjective and
irrational decisions.

4.4.3.2. THE PICTURE
Generally, the picture of the PR department was far from being perfect in 2003.
There were many structural problems:
-

There is no head of the department; no one has been appointed to this post.

-

There was no principle in any of the matters related to the department. For

example, which TV programs should be financially supported by THY, or to which
channels of media should be used for THY ads?
-.

Budgets are not sufficient, and the usage of the allocated budget is very

limited. The table below shows the conditions the PR Department works in the
corporation which has an annual turnout of approximately 1.5 billion US Dollars.
-.

Negligence: explained before.

-.

There are no clarified sets of principles dealing with promotional and

advertisement activities. For example, we cannot see a proper set of decisions on
sponsorship. The decisions and procedures of sponsorship can be changed and
differentiated from time to time.
Even in the field of press relations there was no clear picture in the mind of the
administration. A circular numbered DZ-2001/005-S103 shows the dilemma. Briefly
that circular states that ÒForeign press should be monitored carefully and if any
negative news appears in the press out side of Turkey should be reported
immediately to the Deputy General DirectorÕs (Commercial) Office. The head of
the PR Division and the legal Office will be briefed.Ó Normally it is the premier
duty to deal with press relations for the Head of the PR Dept. but according to that
circular he is in a position just to be briefed.
-. Sub-structural problems:
a. Personnel
103

(See appendix A)
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b. There is no tradition to hire counsels on any specific issue.
c. Ways and tools are insufficient: Just as an example there is only one video
receiver in the whole department (Of course in the Head office) Clipping of news
items is done by staff members.
d. No event management projects.
e. Internal communication is insufficient.
Concerning the internal communications, Turkish Airlines has a traditional
organization, namely quite hierarchical or pyramidal and is suffering from
insulation between the different departments.
- Organizational problems
a. Some important units are in the different departments such as call center (in
Ground works dept.) in-flight entertainment (Sales Dept.) Since these are directly
involved in customer relations they should be in the PR department.
b. The head of PR department directly reports to the general director. This might
be seems good for its reputation but to operate the department he should deal with
other department chiefs and even deputy directors. As a department chief he not
equal to the deputy directors. That strange position sometimes creates difficulties.
To get rid of bureaucratic obstacles, it would be better if the chief of PR department
is promoted to the post of deputy director.
- No assisting groups
In THY there was no relation established in 2003 with the necessary assisting
groups, these were: Press Clipping bureaus, Broadcast Transcription Services,
Analysis Services.
There is a permanent Advertising agency coordinating and doing all creative
Advertising works. All the Advertising decisions and relationships are under the
control on General Director of THY.
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4.4.3.3. PUBLICS: THE MAIN TARGET AUDIENCES OF THY
As a well-known corporation operating on many worldwide destinations THY has a
huge number of target audiences to deal with. These are;
a.

Passengers (approximately 10.500.000)

It is hard to classify them as a class or b class. Since the fees for flights are more
expensive than other means of transportation, they can be considered as Òupper
classÓ not to mention their social status or intellectual level. Since the private sector
started running airline companies in Turkey in 2003, the prices went down and the
so-called upper class definition disappeared.
b.

Miles& Smiles and Shop & Miles members (around 600.000)

Frequent fliers and generously money spenders are in the same position in this
category.
c.

Managers, supervisors

Most of the time flying is the best way to travel for these kinds of people as time
saving is crucial. No total number can be given
d.

Government (40-50 000)

Since THY is considered as governmental airlines, number of officers have to use
THY because of the regulations.
e.

Media

Time saving is the real incentive for media members to take flight other than the
other transportation ways. Total number of these is not more than 2000 per year.
f.

Stockholders; like managers.

g.

Investment community, like managers

h.

Competitors, like managers

Ý.

Suppliers

j.

Special interest groups

k.

International community
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THYÕs big chunk of annual income comes from outside of Turkey. The Turkish
ethnic community in Europe is the core of these. Adding tourists and businessmen
to that group the number reaches approximately 4 million.
l.

Banks and insurers: like managers

m.

Labor unions

n.

Employees and their families:

There is a traditional practice that anyone works for THY will gain right to take
free flight for him and his spouse after specified period of work which depends the
position of employee.
o.

Trade and industrial chambers, like managers

p.

Dealers, distributors

q.

Legislators

They used to travel with THY more frequent because of the privilege of price
reduction. After abolition of the privilege they can not be seen as THYÕs frequent
fliers any more. But they still prefer flying not to consume time.
r.

Regulatory authorities

s.

Academic community

t.

Plane manufacturers

u.

Plane components and spare parts manufacturers

v.

People or organizations seeking contributions

4.5. PR ACTIVITIES OF THY
THY has several PR activities. These activities can be listed as in and outdoor
advertisements, using billboards, sponsorships such as reducing the ticket prices for
certain people, e.g. Turkish national basketball team. But most important of the PR
activity takes place within the media. Since there are various media institutions such
as radios and TVs, newspapers and magazines and internet media, coordinating the
activities in all these media is an important task.
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4.5.1. COORDINATING RELATIONSHIP WITH MEDIA
To have a successful media relationship, first of all THY has to have a correct
understanding of the media. All big companies have established media relations
departments within themselves and in many of them the media and PR relations are
handled by the same departments. However, THY has separate authorities for these
very much related functions.
4.5.1.1. OBJECTIVITY IN THE MEDIA
MediaÕs attitude towards THY is almost identical to their approach to any other
governmental body. It is hard to say that most of the articles or news items shown
on the newspapers are biased. But this is also true for their objectivity. THY has not
had any concrete data about measuring the pressÕs attitude in 2003, due to lack of
the system to monitor this. Press clippings were documented by the personnel
without being analyzed. In 2004 the corporation reached a contract with a clipping
agency. In this case, just as an example we have had to use material from 2005 to
explain certain situations due to the lack of analysis in 2003.
Ajans PressÕs Special Report June 2005:

News About THY Positive
(Services)

Informative

Negative

Services

334

225

100

Marketing Sales

210

13

7

Admin

67
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16

Finance

103

12

3

Privatization

15

24

17

Tender
Procurement

25

18

2

Politic Authority

0

1

4

754

336

149

Total

48

With Rivals

Positive

Informative

Negative

THY

754

336

149

Atlas Jet

102

89

7

Onur Air

100

61

11

British Airways

41

14

3

Lufthansa

48

6

0

Emirates Airlines

37

1

0

Fly Air

22

7

0

KLM

22

4

2

Air France

21

3

3

GermanWings

19

0

0

SunExpress

18

0

0

Swiss Airlines

10

4

0

Alitalia

9

0

0

1183

525

175

Total

THY News on Press Groups

Number of News

Ülk 10
DoÛan Grubu

226

Sabah Grubu

122

‚ukurova Grubu

54

Vatan Grubu

51

DŸnya Grubu

31

Zaman Grubu

32

Nokta Grubu

25

Cumhuriyet Grubu

31

Ühlas Grubu

27

AlkÝm YayÝncÝlÝk

2

Vogel Grubu

2

Interpro Grubu

1

Total

604
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This is for the year 2005. Since the pressÕ approach towards THY has not changed,
using the above tables for this research is possible. These tables show three
important factors:
-Media is highly interested in the airline business:
There are 1883 news item issued in an insignificant month.
-MediaÕs real interest is in THY
Since THY is in the public sector, mediaÕs interest is mostly focused on it. Out of
1883 news items, 1239 belongs to THY. What are commonly called Òprivate
airlinesÓ are not strong enough to compete with THY.
-MediaÕs approach towards THY is mostly negative.
Out of 1239 news items, 754 are considered negative. Reasons for these will be
evaluated later.

4.51.2. MEDIAÕS APPROACH TO THY
The mediaÕs approach to THY can be shown in three categories:

A. Positive:
Approximately 95 % of these items which can be considered as positive are based
on whether written or verbal press releases or press conferences. The rest is the
result of media membersÕ personal efforts. In the latter category a very small
percentage have specific reasons to gain support from the THY administration.

B. Informative
The definition of ÒInformativeÓ belongs to Ajans Press. It means to a certain extent,
neither good nor bad for THY. This sort of definition has no literary meaning, thatÕs
why in this special occasion we would translate it as Òfeature reportÓ explaining
some institutional matters like Òusage of Sabiha Gšk•en AirportÓ. In that category
one should frankly say that the press normally does not have archive of reports or
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documents about aviation or the airline business. THY should constantly repeat the
information in order to have any material published.

C. Negative
These sorts of reports are the main concern for all administrations in the entire
world. Whether news item or commentary, editorials or articles in any form, these
negative items effect the administrations significantly. THY administrations always
show their concern and react to them. Negative news item affects not only the
customer and the income, it effects the insurance premiums as well. Negative news
item also effects the administration and administrators reputation
Reasons of the pressÕ negative publication are different:
a.

There is a real mistake and they write about it. This is a kind of consumer

complaint. Just like any other citizen or expert, the reporter or columnist criticizes
THY.
For example, HÝncal Ulu• complained about the narrowness of the business class
seats. It was a true criticism and after the same type of complaints, THY had to
change the seat model or left the middle seat empty to give more room to the
adjacent seats.
b.

There is no big issue but the press exaggerates it.

They do this often. Sometimes a reporter who does not have enough knowledge
about the matter hears something from unreliable sources and they write the item
without consulting any one or any authority inside THY. As a result of this, THY
has to issue a press release to explain the reality. But since the audience of
newspapers changes from time to time, some of them get the true information while
others do not.
c.

Fabrication of news

Even though it is not often, this does happen sometimes. For example TEMPO
Magazine claimed that some of the flight crew was using antidepressant drugs in its
08 July 2004 issue. It was a sheer lie. The magazine was protested by the
administration and cabin crew member association.
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d.

The political opposition:

Some columnists blame THY in order to use the case as a tool against the
government.
e.

Gain Privilege;

Some media members write or threaten to write negative information about THY,
as a sort of blackmail weapon in order to get personal or institutional privileges.

4.5.1.3 HANDLING THE MEDIA
Generally in theory and practice dealing with media requires some qualities.
A PR person must be flexible, information should be provided to the media with
only one voice, PR person or any authority should not give any volunteer
information, He should not be late in giving information. Therefore sometimes PR
person may disregard lawyers' advice and may not wait until he has got all the facts.
He has not to give answer to every question. A PR person must not keep journalist
at arms length.
Using general terms for handling media in THY is not always successful, since the
mediaÕs traditional view of the corporation has not changed. Without mentioning
lack of tools and sub-structural materials to comply with the problems, the main
difficulty comes from the administrationÕs mentality. They, as the single authority,
some of the time tend to ignore some news issues which in a short period of time
backfire quite strongly and often take a small news item which has no importance
very seriously. Another difficulty, as a traditional approach, the administration
never takes advice from the experts on press issues.
A press counselor basically acts in two ways; he tries to expose some events or to
cover up the mediaÕs attacks. The administrationÕs approach to the press problems,
in other words whether they care or not, has a deep effect on the latter one. THY
administration in the first half of 2003 did not care what was written or said about
the corporation. But if the negative news had a potential to affect the upper level of
the government they did care. In that kind of occasions the administration tried to
cover up the issue.
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Efforts to expose some events started later along with the realizing the fact that they
had to manage to promote and to cover up at the same time. The administration
started visiting the media leaders and editors, having lunch or dinner with them.
When they came to power in the corporation, they cut the advertising expenditures
to save some money. But in the second half of the year advertising, promotional
activities and sponsorship were started.

4.5.2. PR PRACTICES IN WEBSITES
Most airlines customers are known to be better educated and middle and upper
middle class people. In todayÕs information age, such people have quite intensive
relations with the modern technology. They use internet and solve much of their
information needs using their computers. Thus, being easily reachable via internet
became essential for airlines companies. Being aware of this fact, almost every big
company in business gives a special importance to the use of websites for their PR
activities.

4.5.2.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF WEBSITES
Today the internet has become one of the important tools for PR in many areas. The
primary purpose to establish a website is not to increase the sales but to promote the
corporation. In August 1996, International Data Corporation published its survey
about how the websites of 400 companies are used in InfoWorld magazine. Almost
half of the participants pointed out that they designed their websites as information
offices. The same survey indicates that the websites of companies are designed to
present themselves rather than selling their products.
One of the important target groups while designing a website is press. Because they
inform the world on our activities, increase the reputation of the corporation in the
public opinion. The most effective way to realize this is to include a Òpress officeÓ
window in one of the pages of the website. Since the internet is the most powerful
and the quickest communication device, it should be used in the most effective way.
Therefore, the newspapers can easily learn about the corporation and make
objective and accurate news.
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The Internaut appreciates the Internet because he can use it at home, in his office
and anywhere else in the world. According to the InternetTrack3 study realized on
April Ð May 2002, 5, 4 millions of persons have already used the web. (Study
realized in France, by 11.000 persons over the age of 14). The study shows also that
3, 1 millions customers are loyal and use the system at least once a week. It shows
also that the customers used the internet for:
-

InformationÕs concerning products: 66%

-

The News:

52%

-

Research of a product for good prices

45%

-

Music

38%

-

Chat

35%

-

Weathers consulting

31%

-

TV and Movies programs

30%

-

Careers opportunities

24%

As a summary, in the contemporary economic structure the corporate websites are
the new communicative faces of the especially multinational or international
companies.

4.5.2.2. WEBSITES
In evaluation of THYÕs PR activities it is necessary to compare them with the other
international airline companies. To fulfill that goal I have chosen the way to make
the comparison in the field of Websites with Lufthansa and British Airways.

A. British AirwaysÕ website (www.ba.com)
British AirwaysÕ (BA) website starts with an intro page. The logo of BA is
positioned on the top left corner of the homepage prepared on a white background.
BAÕs website address which is too easy to remember (www.ba.com) is written on a
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dark blue band below the logo. To click on the Òselect your countryÓ button on the
intro page takes the searcher to the homepage.
On the homepage, there is the logo in dark blue, red and white on the top left
corner. Right along with the colors of the corporation, the color lilac catches our
eyes. On the web, itÕs important to reach the information easily. Links on the
homepage are; special offers, planning my trip, booking my trip, manage my
booking, about my journey, customer support, executive club, home, contact us, site
index, site help, corporation information, legal, cookies.
Technically, BA is careful to use a technology which adjusts its users. There isnÕt
much, photographs are chosen to represent the corporationÕs image and activities.
There arenÕt large pictures that slow down the speed of the page. Those large
pictures are on another page and this page is optional. The pages are prepared to
read over quickly and there are links for the ones who wants detailed information.
Visuality is important because reading a page of a website means looking for some
specific words; visitors usually look at the titles. According to the statistics, 63 per
cent of internet users connect for some reasons and the aim of 80 per cent is
learning about the new products and services. Therefore, on the homepage of BAÕs
website there are many links to reach the searched information easily. Rather, if the
customer wants more detailed information, he can find a link that directly connects
him to a specially prepared page. The important points of the services are provided
on the homepage to eliminate boredom of the users.
In the statements there are personal words (like manage ÒmyÓ booking) to
personalize the user and identify with the corporation. The letter characters are
chosen to read easily (8 and 10 points of Verdana).
On the design of British AirwaysÕ website, it is seen that both the visitors and
presentation of the corporation are considered. The primary target group of the
British AirwaysÕ website is their customers. Because of this reason, the links on the
homepage are for the customers. The ones about press, investors or human
resources are on different pages.
In the links designed for the customers, there are all the details that a person can
need before, during and after the flight such as on-line booking, on-line check-in,
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timetable, the arrival and departure times of the planes, pets, children, lounges, city
guides, event guides, seat plan, baggage and custom information, passport and visa
information, hotel reservations, the climate of the destination etc.
There are e-mail addresses to create an interactive communication and solve the
problems that customers may face. Also there is a window for the Òpress officeÓ.
In the Human Resources page of the website, there is much information about the
potential work power: business opportunities in the corporation, employing process,
career training programs... The links for the investors are in this page, but when one
clicks, this link connects him to another page (http://www.bashares.com). On this
page information about the board of directors, annual social and environmental
reports, the reviews of the experts, share values are seen.
British Airways also provides cargo service and this service has a different page,
too (http://www.baworldcargo.com). In this page there is information about the
kinds, weight limits of the goods thatÕll be transported.
In this rivalry medium of our time, the companies started to consider the social
problems and needs. With the activities organized for the environment and society;
the prizes that they award, British Airways designed a link under the title of
Òcorporate responsibilityÓ.
British Airways is famous for its aviation museum and this museum is also
important for aviation history. This museum has a different page
(http://www.bamuseum.com). On this page, there is information about the planes in
1987-2002, plane photographs and the history of the museum.
British Airways is also the partner of London Eye which is one of the most exciting
elements of modern London. Now London Eye is the name per British Airways. It
also has a different page (http://www.londoneye.com).
British AirwaysÕ website is a very satisfying website; but there is no information
about BAÕs history and industrial field.
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B. LufthansaÕs Website (www.lufthansa.com)
The dark blue logos of Lufthansa, which is well-known with the ÒThereÕs no better
way to flyÓ slogan, is positioned on the top left corner of the homepage. Although
the logos should be positioned on the right side of the page according to the graphic
designers, it was on the left side.
Its logo is a condor bird. This bird flies fast and has wide wings. It can be said that
this dark blue and yellow logos represent corporate identity. The color yellow is
easy to read on a dark background. ItÕs also easy to read on a blue background and
the color blue represents the sky, freedom and limitlessness. Lufthansa is the first
airline corporation that provided the internet service.
In this website, letter characters are modern and dynamic. In the page contents, we
see the Corporation Portal, Country Choice and the English website choice. When
the website is studied the target group becomes more evident.
When one picks his country, the language of the page still remains English. In the
pages about the countries, all of the information about those countries is available.
For example in Turkey page, one can learn that the first Lufthansa plane flew to
Turkey on 12th September 1956.
From the Òsearch and bookÓ link, one writes his personal information Ðwhere he is,
his destination, date- and Lufthansa organizes the most suitable flight for him. In
the ÒInformation & Service LinkÓ; check-in, timetable, arrivals and departures,
mobile services, travel preparation, at the airport, on board, help & contact, Flynet
titles are found.
Lufthansa is the first airline corporation who used the ATB (Automatic Ticket
Boarding Pass) system in Turkey.
Lufthansa provides Òmore miles pointsÓ and Òcustomer cardsÓ to its passengers and
these can be seen as PR activities. To strengthen the unity between the corporation
and customers, there is ÒMy LufthansaÓ link under which there are My Profile, My
Booking and My Account parts.
To be different from other airline companies, Lufthansa provides FlyNet service
during the flight. Through this service, passengers can connect to the internet during
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the flight. LufthansaÕs customer profile consists of businessmen and executives. So,
Lufthansa informs its passengers about the major fairs in Germany with certain
links.
The corporation provides a special service for the lost baggage.
Lufthansa has an extranet page for its investors. Here, the investors can find current
market information about the shares. In this page, thereÕs a link named Òjobs and
careersÓ to attract young and successful people.
Because Lufthansa knows how important the media relations are, it is always in
touch with the media through Òpress contactÓ. In the Lufthansa website, we see that
there are short and certain sentences. The plainness of the page makes it extremely
user friendly.

C. THYÕs Website (www.thy.com.tr)
The color of the page is selected carefully on the intro page. But the panorama of
the page is a bit confusing. The administration of THY decided to use ÒtulipsÓ
everywhere as a symbol of Turkey. The designers of the page used ÒtulipsÓ in the
info page which makes the page a bit strange in appearance. Since THYÕs fleet
number reached 100, the number was also added to the design which makes the
page even more confusing. There is a window on the page which links specialized
pages of 17 countries. After the selection of the country with a click on the window
one can reach the individual homepages.
There are two main links on the homepage. One is constant headlines and the other
is online services (dynamic content). Under the constant headlines, news,
announcements and opportunities in the native language of the selected country are
seen.
THYÕs homepage has two horizontal and three vertical zones. Headers and footers,
constant headlines and links to the other pages. The content changes after selecting
the country.
Miles & Smiles Login window is located on the homepage. Anyone, who wishes to
reach the miles & smiles, should use the member ID and pin code. Reaching miles
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& smiles program does not give anyone any opportunity other than processing the
mile accounts. The content of the page is the same for every country. Miles &
Smiles Free Tickets can be purchased through the website.
Announcements and news covers almost the entire homepage.
Contacts are on the footer in almost every page.
THY web sit also has an online check-in service. This service provides the
passengers the opportunity of carrying out check-in procedure on the internet.
Online check-in period starts 24 hours prior to the scheduled departure time and
ends 90 minutes before that time.
THY passengers who bought online tickets or who have a Miles & Miles card and
bought any approved ticket can benefit from Online Check-in Service on all flight
points where this service is available. Under the condition of departing from
Turkey, all our passengers can benefit from this service after filling in the Online
Service Membership form.
Online ticketing, award service, pay and fly programs are also available on THYÕs
website. Pay and fly is a very useful program. A customer makes the reservation
online then uses Garanti bankÕs internet for payment. That makes the ticketing
procedure OK. The customer can then go directly to the airport and fly.
Online Luggage tracking and cargo reservation is also available on THYÕs website.

4.5.2.3 COMPARISON OF WEBSITES
Even though it is not part of the PR Department, THYÕs website is one of the most
important windows to brief the customers. The differences between the websites
are:
-Country homepages are interesting in THYÕs website. In LufthansaÕs website after
selection of the country one can reach the country page in its local language, but
with a click the language can be changed to English. In THYÕs website, the country
pages are only in their own language. If anyone uses the international site link it is
in English but that link is on another page. For example: if anyone selects Spain
the contents are in Spanish in LufthansaÕs and THYÕs websites. In Lufthansa
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website that Spanish content can turn into English with a click. In THY website one
has to change the page to get the same result.
-In THYÕs country page even though the headlines are in their own language the
other contents are in English with the exception of Turkey and Germany. For
example: Hungary is selected. The headlines of the news and services are in
Hungarian but the rest is in English.
-After selection of the country, in othersÕ websites, one can be linked to the selected
countryÕs information. In THY website, one can reach the capital which has a THY
station. For example: After selection of France, Paris and its figures come up on the
screen.
-On the THY homepage, there is no window for new memberships of Miles &
Smiles. That window is on the Miles & Smiles page. In Lufthansa there is a link for
new membership.

4.5.3 RELATIONSHIP WITH THE OTHER TARGET AUDIENCES
Target audiences of the THY, especially the media, were already mentioned above.
However, there are other target audiences to be considered by the THY in its PR
activities. Most important of them; community, customers and the government will
be dealt with in the following pages.

4.5.3.1. RELATIONSHIP WITH COMMUNITY
Generally community relations policy may be played out in what has been
described as expressive for instrumental ways. Expressive community relations
activities are used by organizations to promote themselves and to show their
goodwill to the community. But THYÕs official relations with the community is
limited with the students and the municipal authority. Students are important to
create a positive atmosphere to raise new generations interested in aviation and air
transport. There are programs to invite primary school or junior high school
students to the technical service of THY to show them planes and engines etc.
Relations with the municipal authority are very close not because of the image
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management but many of THYÕs administrative posts are filled with former
municipal officers.

4.5.3.2. RELATIONS WITH CUSTOMERS (PASSENGERS)
In THY relations with customers are carried on by employees in almost every level.
Even the Secretariat of the General DirectorÕs Bureau deals with the customers who
have access to the telephone number.
However, there are official units dealing with the customers:
A. The Customer Relations Directorate
This service is established in the PR Department to give answers to the customer
complaints in written or verbal form. Totally inefficient in number, 9 people try to
deal with the complaints and sometimes insults of the customers. Their inquiries
about the incidents take quite a long time not only because of the huge number of
complaints but also the red tape bureaucratic problems inside the corporation. A
circular dated 06, 12 .2001 numbered DZ-2001/006-S104, briefly complains about
the tardiness of the other sections in giving answer to the consumer relation
directorate and urges the other personnel to act promptly.
B. The Call Center
Even though it was established quite earlier, the call center of THY is not included
in the PR department. It is a part of the Commercial Sector of the corporation. They
are obliged to answer the questions of the customers like the customer relations
service of the PR department with the difference that the personnel in the call center
can make reservations and the other ticketing activities. In 2003 the Call Center was
a significant problem for THY.
C. The Public Relations Directorate
Even though it is part of the PR Department, it has nothing to do with the real
meaning of PR other than preparing tender for some promotional merchandise like
104
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maps, pencils etc. and attending fairs outside of Turkey. Since attendance to these
kinds of fairs require real big expenditure, THYÕs attendance to the fairs were not
more than map shows.
D. The Ground Services Department
Including ticketing offices this part of the corporation is the initial interaction with
customers. Fighting with a lot of internal problems and lack of personnel, they are
the target for customer complaints.
E. Cabin Crew
The most important part of the corporation in PR activities and well known
personnel are the cabin crew. Complaints or applauses of the cabin crew with the
name of Òhostes edebiyatÝÓ piled up year after year and turned to be a legend in the
whole nation including people who have never taken a flight in their entire life.
Actually they are the only group in THY getting vocational training regularly in the
field of PR.

4.5.3.3. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE GOVERNMENT
THY is in a very unique position in terms of its administrative form. Even though
its full flight operations are directly connected with the Ministry of Transportation,
officially it directly reports to the Privatization Authority which is under the
Ministry of Finance. Since it has 1.8 % private shares and it is in the privatization
program. Many processes like hiring personnel or activating a promotion campaign
is due to the Privatization AuthorityÕs approval. On the other hand any decision
taken by the Executive Board, if affecting the shares, should be reported to the
Istanbul Stock Exchange. ThatÕs why many paper work comes and goes to and from
Ankara. Many phone calls, memos between various sectors of the two ministries
occur every minute.
These kinds of situations require many activities like, Lobbying, Fact finding,
Interpretation of government actions, Interpretation of corporation actions,
Advocacy of a position.
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Unfortunately THY does not have any help or any assisting body dealing with the
governmental issues other than a liaison officer who only takes the memos from
THY and brings them to the related offices and monitors the process. THY needs a
lobbying corporation in Ankara.

4.6 TWO DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO PR
The PR mentalities of the public sector companies and the business companies are
very much different from each other. In the public sector companies, the target of
the PR becomes the officials above the each official and the political authority
responsible for that company. In contrary, private sector business companies look at
the customers and potential consumers of their services as their PR targets. They
have a widespread responsibility in their PR activities.

4.6.1. THE TRANSITION PERIOD
THY, as a public sector company, followed the first path for a long time but then
realized the need to move to the other path of the private companies. However, this
transition was not very easy as it will be explained in the following pages.

4.6.1.1. TRADITIONAL PRACTICES
THYÕs administrative mentality, very closely like the other public sectors, depends
on basically four types of behavior:

A. Satisfy the government or prime minister.
If the general director or the chairman of Executive board satisfies the person he has
to report to (PM or Minister, or both), he then does not have to spend much energy
or time dealing with the public.
Satisfying the upper levels sometimes requires spinning the matter. For example
the union or the opposition backed press can be blamed in the cases of flight delays.
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B. Do the PR activities just for show off.
While spinning on the matters of PR, the administration acts as if they are taking
necessary steps for Business PR. They let the sponsorship or advertisement
campaigns continue, they deal with the media normally.
C. Cover up
This is the most difficult part of the duty of the administration in especially the
Public Relations department. A PR person should get the news early that a special
problem which might cause trouble for the administration will be publicized in the
press. The main duty for the administration is to persuade the journalist not to write
anything about it.
D. Denial
If something negative appeared in the press, the administration most of the time
choose to deny it whether it is true or not.

4.6.1.2. TRANSITION
In THY, these four activities were, are and will be a part of the PR Department.
Before 2003 most of the time normal PR methods were used and sometimes they
took shelter behind the spin. In 2003 the new administration tried to establish real
business type PR activities.
There are three reasons for the attempt to change the mentality in THY:
- Privatization
THY was run with the common mentality of the public sector for decades. A
privatization campaign which started in Turkey in the 1980Õs did not change its
status effectively. In the year 2003 with the new AKP Government, the
privatization, in this case Òpublic offering of THYÕs sharesÕ accelerated. The
administration of THY took the responsibility of selling corporationÕs shares to the
public. They realized that the image of the corporation should be better in the case
of a sale.
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- Competition
The new government allowed the private sector to do airline business in Turkey
which forced THY to evaluate its position in the case of rivalry. The competition is
not of course only about ticket prices, it is mostly about their image. Actual
participation of the private sector in the airline business in Turkey occurred in the
second half of 2003.
- Profitability
THY was declared profitable in the fiscal year of 2002. It was a challenge for the
new administration to continue its profitability.

4.6.2. CASES SHOWING THE MENTALITY IN THYÕS PR ACTIVITIES
Three cases has been chosen to evaluate THYÕs overall public relations in
administrationÕs trial year of transition. One of them is the plane crash in DiyarbakÝr
which happened during the previous administration. The other is the crisis of
epidemic named SARS which occurred in first months of the new administration.
These are also sheer examples of crisis management in THY.
The third one is the event of opening the New Delhi destination which shows that
when THY starts a new initiative with a planned PR campaign, it can reach success.

4.6.2.1 CASE ONE: PLANE CRASH IN DIYARBAKIR105
The crash of Turkish Airlines RJ100 type passenger plane in TurkeyÕs southeastern
Diyarbakir province is known as one of the worse aircraft accident in the history of
the THY. PR activities are at most needed during the times of such accidents. THY
PR performance during the pane crash in Diyarbakir will be studied in the following
pages.
A. The Crash January 8, 2003
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(See appendix C for the press clippings about the DiyarbakÝr plane crash.)
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Turkish Airlines RJ100 type passenger plane named ÒKonyaÓ trying to land,
crashed in DiyarbakÝr killing 75 people, 5 surviving with injuries, on January 8,
2003.
First predictions blamed the fog which covered the airport for 5 days as TurkeyÕs
worst air disaster in the last 25 years. Lack of Instrument Landing System (ILS)
which helps landing during low visibility was also blamed. From the President of
Turkey to the General Director of THY almost every authority expressed their grief
and sorrow.
That night, THY established a crisis center in Istanbul. Family assistance units were
activated in DiyarbakÝr the next day to visit the relatives of the victims and injured
people. Units had the duty of trying to calm down the people and determine their
needs to be met.
The Center worked appropriately to the Regulatory Statute of Working Procedures
of

Emergency Control Center106 which was ratified by the Executive Board of

THY after THY decided to make an alliance with American Airlines.
According to the Regulatory Statue article 6th about accidents, the Center briefly
had to do the following:
-To determine the ways and means of sending injured people to hospitals, help bury
the deceased people.
-To keep the list of the passengers confidential.
-To draft a Brief Report for Emergency Situation and send it to the insurance
companies.
-To announce the text of the press release which was agreed on mutually with the
insurance companies.
-To determine the details of the working procedures of the Family Assistance Unit
-To arrange the travel and working conditions of the personnel sent to the site of the
accident
-To gather information about the important cargo on the plane.
106
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-To inform the director of airport, local authorities of the site of the accident, and to
inform the consulates of the countries if there were any foreigners on the plane.
-To give necessary instructions to gather information about luggage and cargo and
to store the remnants of related material.
- To inform all related international authorities,
- To secure the compensation and the advance payment process to the legitimate
inheritors of the victims.
- To coordinate the efforts about the claim handling process of the code-share
agreements.
- To secure the information about the crew of the crashed plane,
- To establish a Family Assistance Unit in the headquarter,
- To establish a Family Assistance Unit in the place of the accident.
The Center worked all night. The most important part of the job, establishment of a
Family Assistance Units was realized. Next day (January 10, 2003) the legal
advisor of THY met with the representatives of insurance companies. In that
meeting there were many points addressed and mostly the legal aspects of the
accident were agreed on.107 Related points were:
a. Advance payment to the inheritors of the victims would be paid by THY,
b. THY would create a file for each injured and deceased passenger and crew.
c. THY would directly liaise with the injured passengers and the dependants of the
deceased passengers, and these people will not directly contact the insurers.
d. The documentation related to the Turkish passengers (power of attorney, release,
offer letter, questionnaire, etc.) would be prepared by THY, the documents related
to the foreign passengers will be prepared by the insurers.
e. The public announcements related to the accident which was agreed on by the
parties both in English and Turkish were going to be released to the press.
f. All the documents submitted by the related persons in relation to the advance
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payment would be retained by THY and all such documents in relation to the final
compensation would be retained by the insurers.
g. The legal compensation procedure in relation to the injured passengers.
After that meeting an official press release was issued.
B. The Scenery
The night of January 8, 2033 was described in Reuters and Times.
Reports of ReutersÕ and correspondent of Times shows that Òpeople outside the site
of accident were yelling for information but nobody was informing them on
anythingÓ108
Times senior correspondent Susan Taylor Martin states:
(Within a half hour after Flight 634 went down, it seemed all of Diyarbakir knew
what had happened. Relatives not already waiting at the airport hurried to the
terminal on foggy roads, only to find dozens of police and soldiers in camouflage
blocking the entrance. One man waited for word of his brother, another for news of
a cousin. "There is no explanation, nobody says anything to us," a third man angrily
exclaimed.)109
It was a real crisis for not only THY but also for all of Turkey. To evaluate what
happened just after the crash, some theoretical opinion is needed.
C. Crisis Management in Plane Crashes
The plane crash is a very special type of crisis. Special management procedures
should be taken into consideration in this kind of situation instead of using general
crisis management literature. One of the experts on that matter is Frank Taylor
Director of Cranfield Aviation Safety Center College of Aeronautics, Cranfield
University of United Kingdom.110
According to Taylor, the effects of a major plane accident may be divided into
several stages:
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a. If potentially hazardous problems develop prior to landing, the Emergency
Services at the intended destination and the airline itself can be alerted and
emergency procedures brought into readiness before the accident, if any, occurs. If
there is no such warning then inevitably action starts only after the accident has
occurred, in which case the location of the accident site may or may not be known
immediately. Thus there may still be a period of uncertainty before any real action
takes place.
b. As soon as the accident site is known the Emergency Services takes control, the
preservation of life taking absolute priority. The Fire and Rescue Services will
usually be in control of the wreckage and the Police of everything else, enabling
triage and movement to hospitals and elsewhere to take place smoothly. At the
same time the airline will be seeking information both for its own use and to be
passed on to others and will be working to provide accommodation for the
uninjured, the 'meeters and greeters', that is the friends and relatives who may have
been waiting at the airport or who may soon arrive, and for the media.
c. Once the accident site is cleared of people and the wreckage is secure the
Emergency Services soon stands down and the accidents investigators take control
of the site. Although the investigation on site may only take a few days, allowing
the wreckage to be moved and the site tidied up, the whole investigation may take
months or even a year or more to complete and they will study events that led up to
the accident, the impact itself and any fire that followed, and the actions of the
airline and Emergency Services since these may have affected the continued
survival of those on board.
d. The airport's and the airline's involvement may start before the emergency is
declared and continue long after the investigation report is published. It may start
with the very first problem to an aircraft, with the crew notifying Air Traffic
Control who will alert the airport and airline ground staff; continue in parallel to the
work of the Emergency Services through the early stages after the accident; and
continue both with the supply of information concerning passengers and crew and
with that concerning the aircraft, its maintenance, its cargo and everything else
required by the accidents investigators.
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e. Emergency procedures.111
-There should be an Airport Disaster Plan
-The Airport Director should produce issue and be responsible for the maintenance
of the plan.
-All senior staff must be aware of what actions are required after an emergency
alert.
- Key personnel must be familiar with the main activities
- The Crisis Management Team and Centre (CMT) should be established within the
headquarters.
- A Telephone Enquiry Centre should be established.
- Areas for accommodation of next-of-kin the injured or deceased and press should
be separated.
- A Family Assistance Plan should be implemented.
- Ambulances, helicopters and other vehicles should be available
- Accurate passenger lists should be completed
- The Joint Family Support Operations Centre (JPSOC) has to be established in site
of accident.
- CMT has to make inquiries about cargo and luggage which will then be put into a
safe place.
- The media has to be informed in order not to let them come up with assumptions.
- The mediaÕs coverage should be monitored. Sometimes they may provide vital
information.
- The CMT must do its own accident investigation before the official one.
- CMT must discuss the legal aspects.
Management of an airline crash is a very complicating process. Therefore more
advice can be given to the airline administrations. One of them should be added to
111

(See Appendix G for the article about emergency procedures)
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the emergency measures. Experts agreed that having the top executive respond
immediately in a crisis is crucial. Reaching out to families and co-workers of
victims is an important initial response. People in a crisis want to look at someone
for information and know they've got the situation under control.112
D. Application of the theory to the DiyarbakÝr Plane Crash case
These measures which THY took, mostly overlap the measures the theory said.
However there are some significant differences which have to be pointed out.
-

In the site of the accident, there were no measures taken for the relatives of

victims other then forbidding people to come close to the area.
This is mostly because of the fact that DiyarbakÝr airport is a military base. But in
order to inform people or at least try to calm them down, the local THY personnel
could have done something. They instead did not do anything. The director of the
airport (military) could have used his military units to help the relatives of the
victims. This attitude showed us that neither military nor THY personnel were
trained for this kind of event. Also their number was not sufficient enough.
-

The enormous fire could not be extinguished for quite a long time.

This indicates that whether it was the number of fire engines or their capacity, it
was not sufficient. Or the plane was carrying more than the required amount of fuel.
-

THY was late to establish the Family Assistance Unit in DiyarbakÝr.

-

The official press release was issued after the meeting with insurance

companies (a day later than the accident).
-

On the first day, the press used varied titles and even the number of deceased

was different. The press clippings show that THY authorities in almost every level
talked to the press but not all of them talked to selective papers.113

Referring to

the supplemental theory, if only the general director talked to all of the press and
gave the details as much as they have, there would not have been this kind of
confusion amongst the press.
112

See Appendix a Crisis management in supplement Airlines' response gets high marks: Crisisrelated experts applaud CEO's involvementÊby Stella M. Hoppkins and Ellison Clary ÊJanuary 9,
2003 issue of Charlotte.com
113
Document 9
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E. Conclusion.
Questions like what prompted that accident and why the fire could not be
extinguished for a long time is still unanswered as of today. Lack of ILS in the
airport is the most blamed factor. But the decision of THY Administration about
setting the flight to an airport which did not have ILS was not under scrutiny. Extra
fuelling was not taken into account. These were the questions about the cause of the
accident.
In the field of public relations, it is hard to say that the crisis of the DiyarbakÝr Plane
crash was handled properly due to the attitude of the administration. They were late,
they were careless, they did not want to take any responsibility. This was a typical
public sector reaction. THY which was the only airline corporation at that time,
without any concern of rivalry, managed to come out of danger of closing doors.
It is also hard to say that the administration did not work. They worked hard but did
not achieve any proper results.
The reasons for this failure, belongs to the system of the public sector.
The Executive Board of THY ratified the Regulatory Statute of Working
Procedures of Emergency Control Center, after THYÕs admission to the alliance
with American Airlines. That was a sort of forced ratification. Even though they
accepted the regulatory statue they did not initiate any vocational training. They
were not ready to meet the needs of this kind of disaster.
At the night of the accident one should have given at least the number of victims to
the entire press. Instead of doing that they chose only to inform some selective
media. The establishment of a Family Assistance Unit and sending them to the
families of the victims in DiyarbakÝr took almost two days.
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4.6.2.2. CASE TWO: SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME (SARS)
CRISIS114
The world turned into a global village first of all with the development of air
transportation. Global village meant shortening the distances between settlements.
This, of course, made human life much easier but it also had some negative
consequences especially when contagious diseases are concerned. Moving big
numbers of people from one place to another with vehicles such as ships and planes
led to quick and easy spread of diseases and epidemics turned into a nightmare of
mass transportation. All airlines companies of the world took serious measures
when an epidemic was seen in one of its destinations.
In February 2003, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was seen in South
East Asia, a destination where THY flies. THY had to deal with this case which
turned into a crisis while also turning into a test for its PR performance.
A. What is SARS?
SARS is a mostly fatal epidemic, starting with high fever, cold perspiration
headache, body aches. Then coughing and respiratory problems start.115
B. Epidemic Alert History 116
SARS was recognized at the end February 2003 in China when an American
businessman traveling from China came down with the pneumonia like symptoms
on a fight to Singapore. He died in a hospital at Hanoi.
WHO Coordinated the international investigation with the assistance of the Global
Outbreak Alert.
Doctors from General Directorate of Health for Ports and Borders with the THY
AdministrationÕs help checked the passengers of Istanbul -New York flight on April
15, 2003.117

114

See Appendix ? for the press clippings about SARS crisis.
Brochure of Bilkent University Health Center
116
www.who.int
117
Document 10 (Press clippings according to WHOÕs demand)
115
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Meltem Þimsek, wife of Administrative AttachŽ in Hong Kong spoke to the press
and blamed THY of not doing anything to check the passengers whether they have
SARS or not.118
THY issued a press release on the matter April 17, 2003.119
Some excerpts of the press release:
- ÒThe news in press that THY is not taking precaution measures for SARS are not
reflecting the reality. Ò
ÒPrecautions in the flights from risked countries to Turkey:
Before the flight:
In Honk Kong, Bangkok, Singapore, Shanghai, Beijing stations,
-

During the check-in control, the passengers are carefully watched by the THY

and handling personnel to check SARS symptoms.
-

If information indicates SARS the passenger is sent to the doctor in the

airport. That passenger will not embark to the plane without a medical report.
During the flight,
-

If Cabin crew in flights from Hong Kong Bangkok Singapore Beijing

Shanghai to Istanbul, get suspicious about any passenger that he has SARS, they
announce the situation to the all passengers.
-

If any passenger has the symptoms of SARS, the crew makes them fill the

forms.
-

After the announce, the crew gives masks and gloves to the passengers. Sick

passenger has to use the mask, the other passengers do not have to do that.
-

If there is room, the sick person is taken into a sort of isolation. ÉÉÉÓ

THYÕs flights to Beijing and Honk Kong were interrupted. April 29, 2003120
THY declared that new measures have been taken on the case of SARS May 18,
2003121

118

Document 11 (Press clippings, April 16, .2003)
Document 12
120
Document 13 (Pres clippings)
121
Document 14
119
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C. Conclusion
The epidemic started in southeast of Asia, the end of February 2003. The date is
almost the same date that the administration in THY was changed. The new
administration did not do anything about it for two months.
Observed reasons for that tardiness are:
- The administration was so new they did not know what to do.
- The new administration was trying to change the key personnel. ThatÕs why
related personnel did not bring the matter into attention.
- Even if they brought the matter into attention of the new administration, the
administration did not take it seriously because they did not get any signal from the
upper levels of bureaucracy.
- Dealing with the crisis related with common health requires coordination with the
other authorities like the Health Ministry and Airport administrations. The new
Administration did not establish the contacts.
Due to World Health OrganizationÕs (WHO) warning, THY with the Airport Health
Authority made the first check April 15 2003. That action triggered the attention of
the press. When Meltem Þimßek told the press about SARS and blamed THY for
not taking measures, the new administration had to issue a press release. In that
release, the administration of THY denied the claims of Þimßek as a typical public
sector reaction. Then they tried to explain the measures they had taken to prevent
the spread of the epidemic.
a. The wording of the release can not be considered a professionally typed
statement.
b. The measures themselves can not be taken seriously.
For example: It says that THY personnel ÒobserveÓ the passengers to figure out
whether they have SARS or not. This can only be done by special tools, checking
the passengersÕ pulse and fever not by ÒobservationÓ.
At that point I must say that, even if the administration of THY wanted to buy the
kind of merchandise needed to check the passengersÕ fever, they could not to do it
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because of the regulations. They had to initiate a tender which takes at least two
months.

4.6.2.3 CASE THREE: STARTING FLIGHTS TO NEW DELHI 122
The first two studies were done to explain the mentality of the public sector in the
field of public relations. Within the transition period, the administration was forced
to and tried to change its approach related with PR activities due to the reasons
which were explained before.
This case study is aimed to explain the relative success of the administration in the
field of PR in their trial to act like businessmen.

A. The event
When the diplomatic preparations of the visit of Indian Prime Minister Vajpayee to
Turkey finalized, It was understood that he wanted THY to fly to New Delhi. The
Foreign Ministry informed THY authorities about the demand and asked them to
execute it.
Even though that happened only two or three weeks before VajpayeeÕs visit, Thy
used the time effectively. The administration sent some people to New Delhi for the
necessary preparations. The personnel appointed to New Delhi tentatively found a
good agency there to arrange reservations and other activities in the airport. At the
same time just to promote the new flight route (Istanbul-New Delhi-Istanbul) they
instructed the people of the PR Department to do the best. Advertisements were
ordered to the Creative Agency.
They prepared a list of press members to invite to the maiden flight.
They invited deputies from The National Assembly.
The lists of the catering (meals) were selected.
During Indian Prime Minister VajpayeeÕs visit to Turkey, THY made the maiden
flight to New Delhi with 30 journalists and 10 deputies inside (September 8, 2003)
122

See Appendix ? for the press clippings about the New Delhi flight.
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The press and deputies stayed in New Delhi and visited Agra in three days. The
Turkish deputies met the Indian Minister of Aviation Rajiv Pradax Rudy. They
attended to special Turkish Nights in New Delhi. All tours and meetings were
arranged by the THY personnel. The agency in India made quite a bit of publicity
before the flights started in their country.
B. Conclusion:
The Turkish press published features about the destination India. There were many
news items about the maiden flight and meetings and entertainment.123 The agency
hired in India worked hard and the seeds of the efforts bloomed in almost a moth.
The route was appreciated by the customers.
The experts of the airline industry mostly take the load factor in fights to measure
the success. According to the tables of THY , the load factor in the New Delhi route
was almost 60 percent in the first four months That figure was regarded as an
indicator of success . Approximately ten thousand people preferred to fly with THY
in the route.

Ê

Data

Month Flight

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

C
L/F

L/F

CSS YSS

TSS CCAP YCAP

Y
TOTCAP L/F

117

978

1.050

11% 7%

72

Ê
L/F
(ML)

9

5

5

112

11% 11%

10

26

136

2.445 2.581 460

4.992

5.452

49% 30% 47% 47%

11

26

157

3.911 4.068 446

4.800

5.246

81% 35% 78% 78%

12

26

130

3.058 3.188 450

4.800

5.250

65% 30% 62% 61%

Grand
Total 83

428

9.526 9.954 1.428 15.570

16.998

62% 30% 59% 59%

CSS: Business Class Seat Sold ,YSS : Economy Seat Sold ,TSS : Total Seat Sold
CCAP: Business Class Capacity , YCAP : Economy Class Capacity, TOTCAP :
Total Capacity, Y L/F : Economy Class Load Factor , C L/F ; Business Class Load
Factor, L/F : Load Factor , L/F (ML) : Load Factor Multi-leg

123

document 15
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5. CONCLUSION
In this research, I tried to evaluate the public relations efforts of THY as a case
study for the public sector in the year 2003. That year was very significant for THY.
As I explained in the preface and in the chapters, the circumstances of 2003 forced
the THYÕs new administration to modify its approach towards public relations.
It was an attempt to change the mentality and approach which can be called Òfrom
spin to business PR.Ó
Traditional and typical public sector type public relations including spin was the
ruling strategy in the minds of the administration. First two of the three case studies
which I presented in the last chapter proved the existence of the traditional public
sector mentality in the administration of THY. Due to the circumstances they were
forced to change the strategy of public relations they were using. It was easy to
manage the PR activities when THY was the only airline corporation in Turkey. But
in competitive conditions it was not easy to keep the image alive. The actual value
of an airline ticket costs less then 5 cents to any corporation. What makes it a
thousand dollar worth ticket is its image. To a certain extent, the amount of
investment can be disregarded, if any airline corporation does not have a good
impression or good image in the public eye. Realization of this fact, along with the
other reasons which were explained in the chapters forced the new administration to
take the necessary steps for business type public relations.
As I had mentioned previously, THY was forced by the government to sell some of
its shares to the public. The previous administration made a profit in the year 2002
and the new one should do the same for its reputation.
2003 was the year of transition. The problem that the administration faced first was
how to do, and what to do in the field of public relations to promote the corporation.
There was another concern in the mind of the administration. What kind of
measures could also satisfy the government? The changes implemented should not
have bothered the upper level. Therefore in almost every step the administration got
in touch with some party officials to ensure the acceptability of the activity.
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When the New Delhi destination started and the planned public relations activities
were successful, the government was highly satisfied and the administration
possessed self confidence.
As I explained before, this study is not aimed to evaluate whether the THY
administrationÕs mentality and strategy of public relations has changed or not.
However after two years of hard work as a press counselor in the uncertain
atmosphere of transition I feel as though I have the right to make suggestion on
these matters.
It is obvious that the ÒpublicÓ in a world of competition should be re-defined for
THY once again. The customers of THY are not the same anymore. They used to
represent the elite of the society, now anyone can fly with THY.
In the organizational matters, there are many subjects to focus on. As it is explained
in this study, it is obvious that the organization of THYÕs PR Department seems to
be unsuitable for efficient work in the field. The functions of the department also
seem less effective than what is required. The PR Department can be very effective
and strong if it includes some of the units in the other departments like Òthe call
centerÓ and Òthe web site unitÓ. Its budget should be sufficient for rivalry. The lack
of strategy and principles for the PR activities is another problem to be solved.
Media relations and Public Relations should coexist under one roof. If
advertisements and sponsorship is in one departments control and media relations
under another, whoever deals with the media is bound to be unsuccessful.
One of the most crucial problems facing THYÕs PR strategy even today is the
administrationÕs approach and mentality regarding the public relations activities as
a sort of third class function. Public Relations is unfortunately still not a priority in
the administrationÕs agenda. The administration claims that the privatization
campaign is over in THY and the corporation is private. However if we take a look
at the media and the statements of the administration of THY, the mentality of
ÒspinÓ and ÒdenialÓ still exists.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
CIRCULAR
SayÝ: B.02.2.THY.O.61.OO.OO,f 796
KONU: YurtdÝßÝnda •Ýkan haberler HakkÝnda
01.06.2001
Genelge
DZ-2001/ 005-5
Zaman zaman yurtdÝßÝndaki bazÝ medya ve yayÝnlarda OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn, ismini ve
ticari itibarÝnÝ zedeleyen ger•ek dÝßÝ haberler •ÝkmaktadÝr. Bu konuda mŸcadele
etmek, caydÝrÝcÝ šnlemler almak ve mŸmkŸn olan hukuki yollara baßvurabilmek
i•in bu tŸr yayÝnlarÝn •ok •abuk šÛrenilmesi gerekmektedir. †lkeden Ÿlkeye
deÛißmekle beraber, hukuki mŸcadele imkanlarÝ mahalli konular gereÛince yayÝn
tarihinden baßlamak Ÿzere 6 ayÐ1 sene gibi sŸrelerde ortadan kalkabilmektedir.
Bu sebeple; gšrev yaptÝÛÝnÝz Ÿlkelerdeki yazÝlÝ ve gšrsel medyanÝn, internet
sitelerinin vb. yakÝndan takip edilmesi ve OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn isim ve ticari itibarini
zedeleyen ger•ek dÝßÝ bilgi ve iddialarÝn tespit edilmesi halinde acilen gereÛi i•in
Genel MŸdŸr Ticari YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝna, bilgi i•in TanÝtma ve Halkla Ülißki1er
BaßkanlÝÛÝ ve Hukuk MŸßavirliÛine iletilmesi šnem taßÝmaktadÝr.
GereÛinin hassasiyetle takibini rica ederim.
TURK HAVA YOLLARI A.O.
Yusuf BOLAYIRLI Genel MŸdŸr
DAGITIM
SatÝß BaßkanlÝÛÝ
YurtdÝßÝ MŸdŸrlŸkleri
Hukuk MŸßavirliÛi
TanÝtma ve Halkla Ülißkiler BaßkanlÝÛÝ
KOORDINASYON
../../2001
: Faik AKIN Tan.ve Halkla Ülißkiler Bßk
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APPENDIX B
CIRCULAR
SAYI: B.02.2.THY.063.O0.00/914 KONU: SŸratli Bilgi AkÝßÝ Temini
ÜSTANBUL
12/06/2001
GENELGE
DZ-2001 i 006-S

OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn hizmet ve faaliyetlerinin yŸrŸtŸlmesi sÝrasÝnda zaman zaman ortaya
•Ýkan aksaklÝklarda, yolcu maÛduriyetinin en kÝsa sŸrede giderilerek,
memnuniyetinin saÛlanmasÝnÝn OrtaklÝÛÝmÝz imajÝ acÝsÝndan taßÝdÝÛÝ šnem a•ÝktÝr.
BilindiÛi Ÿzere, yolcu ßikayetleri TanÝtma ye Halkla Ülißkiler BaßkanlÝÛÝÕna baÛlÝ
Protokol ve MŸßteri Ülißkileri MŸdŸrlŸÛŸÕne yšnlendirilmekte ve sšzkonusu
MŸdŸrlŸk gerekli ilgili Ÿnitelerden elde ettiÛi bilgi, belge ve gšrŸßler •er•evesinde
ßikayet sahibine cevap vermekle yŸkŸmlŸ bulunmaktadir.
Ancak zaman zaman uygulamada, Protokol ve MŸßteri Ülißkileri MŸdŸrlŸÛŸ
tarafÝndan talep edilen bilgi, belge ve Ÿnite gšrŸßlerinin sšzkonusu Ÿniteye intikal
etmemesi veya •ok ge• intikal etmesi nedenleri ile yolcu ßikayetlerini sŸratle ve
sÝhhatli bir ßekilde cevaplandÝrmak ve dolayÝsÝyla mŸßteri memnuniyetini saÛlamak
mŸmkŸn olamamaktadÝr.
Bu nedenle TanÝtma ve Halkla Ülißkiler BaßkanlÝÛÝ, Protokol ye MŸßteri Ülißkileri
MŸdŸrlŸÛŸ tarafÝndan talep edilen ye yolcu ßikayetine yol a•an sorunlarÝn
•šzŸmlenmesi i•in gereken tŸm bilgi, belge ve Ÿnite gšrŸßlerinin sŸratle ve eksiksiz
olarak sšzkonusu birime iletilmesi hususunda, gereÛini bilgilerinize rica ederim.
TURK HAVA YOLLARI A. 0.
Yusuf BOLAYIRLI Genel MŸdŸr
DAGITIM: Ü PlanÝ
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APPENDIX C
CASE ONE: PRESS CLIPPINGS FOR DIYARBAKIR PLANE CRASH
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APPENDIX D
CASE ONE: THYÕS EMERGENCY CONTROL PROCEDURES
12-005
Sh:1
TURK HAVA YOLLARI A.O.
ACÜL DURUM Y…NETÜM MERKEZÜ ‚ALIÞMA
Y…NETMELÜÚÜ
01 AMA‚:
Bu yšnetmeliÛin amacÝ, Acil Durumda faaliyet gšsterecek olan Acil Durum
Yšnetim Merkezinin; teßkilatlanmasÝnÝ, tertiplenmesini, •alÝßma usullerini,
OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn, Acil Dururna sebep olan olay nedeniyle sivil havacÝlÝk otoritelerine,
yolcuya, personeline, u•aÛÝn malikine veya kiralayanÝna ve Acil Durumdan
etkilenen tŸm 3. kißilere karßÝ haklarÝnÝn ye sorumluluklarÝnÝn tespiti, yapÝlmasÝ
gereken ißlemlerin ye takip edilecek prosedŸrŸn belirlenmesi ayrÝca kazada
yaralanan velveya hayatini kaybedenlerin yakÝnlarÝna verilecek aile desteÛi
konularÝnda gšrev ye sorumluluklarÝnÝ tespit etmektir.
02 KAPSAM:
Bu yšnetmelik, Acil Durumda yapÝlmasÝ gereken tŸm hizmetler ile bu hizmetlerin
yerine getirilmesinde gšrevli OrtaklÝk teßkilatÝndaki bŸtŸn Ÿniteleri ve personelini
kapsar.
Bu yšnetmelik, Acil Durumda yŸrŸrlŸkteki diÛer tŸm yšnetmelik, Yšnetim Kurulu
KararlarÝ, yšnerge, Genel MŸdŸr OnaylarÝ, genelgelerin šnŸne ge•er ye diÛer
yšnetmelik, Yšnetim Kurulu KararÝ, yšnerge, Gene! MŸdŸr Onay ye
Genelgelerdeki hŸkŸmlere bakÝlmaksÝzÝn mŸnhasÝran bu yšnetmelik hŸkŸmleri
uygulanÝr. Bu yšnetmelikte hŸkŸm bulunmayan hallerde tam yetki Acil Durum
Yšnetim Merkezi BaßkanÝndadÝr.
03 TANIMLAR:
ACÜL DURUM: AßaÛÝda tanÝmlanan hallerden herhangi birinin vuku bulmasÝ
halinde meydana gelen durumdur.
KAZA-KIRIM: THY A.O.Õnun sorumluluÛundaki bir hava aracÝn in yurt
i•i/yurt dÝßÝnda šlŸm ve/veya bedenen yaralanma ile sonu•lanan bir
Kaza-KÝrÝma uÛramasÝ veya sebebiyet vermesiyle ortaya •Ýkan Acil
Durumdur.
U‚AK KA‚IRMA: THY A.O.Õnun sorumluluÛundaki bir hava aracÝnÝn
yurt i•i/yurt dÝßÝnda ka•ÝrÝlmasÝ veya rehin alÝnmasÝ ile ortaya •Ýkan
Acil Durumdur.
Kaza-KÝrÝm ye U•ak Ka•Ýrma olaylarÝ ile ilgili uygulama esaslarÝ (yšnetmelik
EKÕinde yer almayan) Acil Durum Yšnetim PlanÝnda
belirlenmißtir.
DÜÚER NEDENLER ÜLE MEYDANA GELEN ACÜL DURUM : THY A.O.Õ nun
sorumluluk sahasÝnda ger•ekleßtirdiÛi u•uß ve yer harekatÝnÝn; tarife programÝnÝn
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bŸtŸnlŸÛŸnŸ bozacak ßekilde, šnceden šngšrŸlemeyen herhangi bir sebeple;
durmasÝ, aksamasÝ ye ATATURK (ÜST) veya ESENBOGA (ESB) meydanlarÝnÝn
trafiÛe kapanmasÝ halinde meydana gelecek Acil Durumdur.
‚AÚRI MERKEZI: Üstanbul Genel Yšnetim BinasÝnda bulunan OrtaklÝk Genel
•aÛrÝ (Santral-0212 663 63 00) Merkezidir.
ACÜL DURUM YONETÜM MERKEZÜ (ADYM): Bu yšnetmelikte
belirtilen hŸkŸmler •er•evesinde Acil Durumun neden olduÛu
aksaklÝklarÝ •šzŸmlemek ye Acil Durumu sona erdirmek amacÝyla,
OrtaklÝÛÝn takip edeceÛi usul ve esaslarÝ belirleyen ye Acil Durum
Yšnetim Merkezi BaßkanÝ tarafÝndan verilen talimatlarÝn yerine
getirilip getirilmediÛini takip eden aßaÛÝda sayÝlan personelin
katÝlÝmÝyla olußan bir merkezdir.
- Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝsÝ veya Vekili (Baßkan)
- Genel MŸdŸr (Ticari) YardÝmcÝsÝ veya Vekili
- Genel MŸdŸr ( Mali) YardÝmcÝsÝ veya Vekili
- Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝsÝ veya Vekili
- Genel MŸdŸr (Teknik) YardÝmcÝsÝ veya Vekili
- Hukuk MŸßaviri veya Vekili
- U•uß Emniyet ve Kalite GŸvence BaßkanÝ veya Vekili
- TanÝtma ye Halkla Ülißkiler BaßkanÝ veya Vekili
- Savunma Sekreteri veya Vekili
- Sigorta MŸdŸrŸ veya Vekili
ADYM BaßkanÝ, ihtiya• duyulan durumlarda yukarÝda sayÝlan
personel dÝßÝnda gerekli gšrdŸÛŸ OrtaklÝk personelini de ADYMÕde
gšrevlendirebilir.
ACiL DURUM Y…NETÜM MERKEZÜ BAÞKANI: ADYM BaßkanÝ,
Yšnetim Kurulu BaßkanÝ veya Genel MŸdŸr aksine bildirimde
bulunmadÝk•a Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝsÝdÝr. (Ÿ•lŸ
vardiya dŸzeni i•inde U•uß Üßletme BaßkanÝ ve Baßkan
YardÝmcÝlarÝyla birlikte gšrev alÝr)
ADYM BaßkanÝ, bu yšnetmelikte aksi belirtilmedik•e Acil Durum
ile ilgili ißlemin yŸrŸtŸlmesinde tek yetkilidir. Onun onayÝ
olmaksÝzÝn hi• bir ißlem yapÝlamaz ve/veya karar uygulanamaz.
ACÜL DURUM Y…NETÜM MERKEZÜNÜN YERÜ: Acil Duruma
neden olan olayÝn niteliÛine gšre ADYMÕnin yeri; Kaza-KÝrÝm ile
U•ak Ka•Ýrma olaylarÝnda THY A.O. Genel Yšnetim BinasÝ Genel
MŸdŸrlŸk ToplantÝ Salonu, DiÛer Nedenler Üle Meydana Gelen Acil
Durum hallerinde ise THY A.O. Üstanbul U•uß Üßletme Kontrol
Merkezinin yanÝndaki odadÝr.
VARDÜYA EKÜBÜ: Genel MŸdŸr YardÝmcÝlarÝ ile Genel MŸdŸre doÛrudan baÛlÝ
Baßkanlarca belirlenecek personelden olußan ve ADYMÕde 8 saatlik 3ÕlŸ vardiya
dŸzeninde 24 saat •alÝßacak ekiptir.
KAZA ÜNCELEME TÜMÜ: Acil Durumda ADYM tarafÝndan olußturulan ve her an
harekata hazÝr bulundurulan; kaza inceleme ile ilgili yasal sorumluluklar, inceleme
yšntemleri, kaza sahasÝnda kullanÝlacak šzel te•hizat ve kullanÝmÝ, kaza sahasÝ
gŸvenliÛi, kanla bulaßan hastalÝklar ve korunma yšntemleri, basÝnla ilißkiler,
fotoÛraf tekniÛi gibi konularda …zel eÛitilmiß ve hatta bazÝ durumlarda bulaßÝcÝ
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hastalÝklara karßÝ aßÝlarÝ yapÝlmÝß kißilerden olußur.
AÜLE DESTEK PLANI: U•ak kazasÝnda yaralanan/hayatini kaybeden yolcu ye
rnŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝna, kazayÝ mŸteakip OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzca yapÝlabilecek yardÝmlar
(cenaze, hastane, kayÝp eßya bulunmasÝ, ulaßÝm, psikolojik yardÝm vb.) ile ilgili
uygulama esaslarÝnÝ belirleyen ye Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝnca
diÛer †nitelerle koordine edilerek hazÝrlanan plandÝr. (Ek:2)
AÜLE DESTEK TÜMÜ: OrtaklÝk Aile Destek PlanÝnda yer alan esaslar •er•evesinde
yolcu ye mŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝnÝn her tŸrlŸ taleplerini karßÝlayacak olan Aile Destek
Timinin BaßkanÝ, Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ sorumluluÛunda
EÛitim BaßkanÝ olup, Aile Destek Timinin her zaman gšreve hazÝr
bulundurulmasÝndan da sorumludur. Sšz konusu timin bu •alÝßmalar sÝrasÝndaki her
tŸrlŸ ihtiya•larÝnÝn (iaße, ulaßÝm vs.) karßÝlanmasÝndan ise Sosyal ye Üdari Üßler
BaßkanÝ sorumludur.
AILE DESTEK MASASI: Bu yšnetmelikte belirtilen hŸkŸmler ADYMÕnin
•alÝßmaya baßlamasÝnÝ mŸteakip kurulan ve ADYM kapatÝldÝktan sonrada ne kadar
sŸreyle devam edeceÛi ADYM BaßkanÝnca belirlenecek olan, Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan
KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ koordinesinde Genel MŸdŸr (Ticari) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ, Genel
MŸdŸr (Mali) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ ye Hukuk MŸßavirliÛi Temsilcilerinden ADYM
BaßkanÝnca; olußturulan ye kaza sonrasÝ aile desteÛi kapsamÝnda tazminat, sigorta
v.b. faaliyetlerini yŸrŸtecek olan masadÝr.
ACÜL DURUM †NITE UYGULAMA PLANI:
ADYMÕde temsilcisi bulunan
†nitelerin gšrev ye sorumluluklarÝnÝn yer aldÝÛÝ plandÝr. †niteler hazÝrladÝklarÝ
PlanlarÝnÝn gŸncel tutulmasÝnÝ saÛlarlar ye gŸncelleßtirilmiß planlarÝnÝn 1 nŸshasÝnÝ,
Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝna gšnderirler.
ACÜL DURUM Y…NETIM PLANI : Acil Durumda kullanÝlacak tŸm bilgi belge,
dokŸman ve te•hizatÝ ihtiva eden ve Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝnca
hazÝrlanan genel bir plandÝr. Bu planÝn gŸncel olarak hazÝr bulundurulmasÝndan
Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ sorumludur. (Ek-3)
ACiL DURUM ‚ALIÞMA GRUBU: Acil Durum olußmadan šnce bu yšnetmelik
hŸkŸmlerinin, Acil Durum Yšnetim PlanÝnda yer alan tŸm bilgi belge, dokŸman ve
te•hizat ile Acil Durum †nite Uygulama PlanlarÝnÝn kontrol ve takibinden sorumlu
Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝnca olußturulacak •alÝßma grubudur.
ADYM SEKRETERYASI: ADYMÕdeki GŸnlŸk Takip Formunun muntazam
olarak tutulmasÝ ve ADYMÕdeki bŸro hizmetlerinin etkin olarak yŸrŸtŸlebilmesi
i•in, THY A.O. Genel Yšnetim BinasÝ Genel MŸdŸrlŸk ToplantÝ salonunda Genel
Sekreterlik tarafÝndan, U•uß Üßletme Kontrol Merkezinde ise Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß
Üßletme)YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ tarafÝndan olußturulacak yeterli sayÝda personeldir.
OLAY YERÜ ACÜL DURUM MASASI : Acil durumun meydana geldiÛi mahalde
(olay yerinde) ADYM BaßkanÝnÝn talimatlarÝna gšre yapÝlacak ißlemlerin
yŸrŸtŸlmesini teminen ADYMÕnin belirleyeceÛi kißilerden olußturulacak masadÝr.
AÜLE DESTEK PLANI: U•ak kazasÝnda yaralanan/hayatini kaybeden yolcu ye
rnŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝna, kazayÝ mŸteakip OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzca yapÝlabilecek yardÝmlar
(cenaze, hastane, kayÝp eßya bulunmasÝ, ulaßÝm, psikolojik yardÝm vb.) ile ilgili
uygulama esaslarÝnÝ belirleyen ye Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝnca
diÛer †nitelerle koordine edilerek hazÝrlanan plandÝr. (Ek:2)
AÜLE DESTEK TÜMÜ: OrtaklÝk Aile Destek PlanÝnda yer alan esaslar •er•evesinde
yolcu ye mŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝnÝn her tŸrlŸ taleplerini karßÝlayacak olan Aile Destek
Timinin BaßkanÝ, Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ sorumluluÛunda
EÛitim BaßkanÝ olup, Aile Destek Timinin her zaman gšreve hazÝr
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bulundurulmasÝndan da sorumludur. Sšz konusu timin bu •alÝßmalar sÝrasÝndaki her
tŸrlŸ ihtiya•larÝnÝn (iaße, ulaßÝm vs.) karßÝlanmasÝndan ise Sosyal ye Üdari Üßler
BaßkanÝ sorumludur.
AILE DESTEK MASASI: Bu yšnetmelikte belirtilen hŸkŸmler ADYMÕnin
•alÝßmaya baßlamasÝnÝ mŸteakip kurulan ve ADYM kapatÝldÝktan sonrada ne kadar
sŸreyle devam edeceÛi ADYM BaßkanÝnca belirlenecek olan, Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan
KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ koordinesinde Genel MŸdŸr (Ticari) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ, Genel
MŸdŸr (Mali) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ ye Hukuk MŸßavirliÛi Temsilcilerinden ADYM
BaßkanÝnca; olußturulan ye kaza sonrasÝ aile desteÛi kapsamÝnda tazminat, sigorta
v.b. faaliyetlerini yŸrŸtecek olan masadÝr.
ACÜL DURUM †NITE UYGULAMA PLANI: ADYMÕde temsilcisi bulunan
†nitelerin gšrev ye sorumluluklarÝnÝn yer aldÝÛÝ plandÝr. †niteler hazÝrladÝklarÝ
PlanlarÝnÝn gŸncel tutulmasÝnÝ saÛlarlar ye gŸncelleßtirilmiß planlarÝnÝn 1 nŸshasÝnÝ,
Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝna gšnderirler.
ACÜL DURUM Y…NETIM PLANI : Acil Durumda kullanÝlacak tŸm bilgi belge,
dokŸman ve te•hizatÝ ihtiva eden ve Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝnca
hazÝrlanan genel bir plandÝr. Bu planÝn gŸncel olarak hazÝr bulundurulmasÝndan
Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ sorumludur. (Ek-3)
ACiL DURUM ‚ALIÞMA GRUBU: Acil Durum olußmadan šnce bu yšnetmelik
hŸkŸmlerinin, Acil Durum Yšnetim PlanÝnda yer alan tŸm bilgi belge, dokŸman ve
te•hizat ile Acil Durum †nite Uygulama PlanlarÝnÝn kontrol ve takibinden sorumlu
Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝnca olußturulacak •alÝßma grubudur.
ADYM SEKRETERYASI: ADYMÕdeki GŸnlŸk Takip Formunun muntazam olarak
tutulmasÝ ve ADYMÕdeki bŸro hizmetlerinin etkin olarak yŸrŸtŸlebilmesi i•in,
THY A.O. Genel Yšnetim BinasÝ Genel MŸdŸrlŸk ToplantÝ salonunda Genel
Sekreterlik tarafÝndan, U•uß Üßletme Kontrol Merkezinde ise Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß
Üßletme)YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ tarafÝndan olußturulacak yeterli sayÝda personeldir.
OLAY YERÜ ACÜL DURUM MASASI : Acil durumun meydana geldiÛi mahalde
(olay yerinde) ADYM BaßkanÝnÝn talimatlarÝna gšre yapÝlacak ißlemlerin
yŸrŸtŸlmesini teminen ADYMÕnin belirleyeceÛi kißilerden olußturulacak masadÝr.
G.
THY A.O. Genel Yšnetim BinasÝ Genel MŸdŸrlŸk ToplantÝ Salonunun
hazÝrlanmasÝ ve dŸzeninden Genel MŸdŸr (Ünsan KaynaklarÝ) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ, Üstanbul
U•uß Üßletme Kontrol Merkezindeki toplantÝ salonun hazÝrlanmasÝ ye dŸzeninden
ise Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ sorumludur.
ADYMÕnin Genel Yšnetim BinasÝnda faaliyetine baßlamasÝyla birlikte bilgi, belge,
dokŸman ve te•hizat Genel MŸdŸr (U•uß Üßletme) YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ tarafÝndan U•uß
Üßletme Kontrol Merkezinin yanÝndaki odadan teslim alÝnarak Genel Yšnetim
BinasÝ Genel MŸdŸrlŸk ToplantÝ Salonuna getirilir.
FT. Acil Durumda;
1.
ADYMÕnin toplandÝÛÝna dair teleks yayÝnlanana kadar ge•ecek sŸre zarfÝnda,
olay mahalline en yakin yerde gšrevli THY A.O. personeli sÝrasÝyla Üstasyon Baz
MŸdŸrŸ/Üstasyon MŸdŸrŸ/SatÝß MŸdŸrŸ/Üstasyon veya SatÝß Þefi; bu yšnetmelikte
belirlenen usul ve esaslar dahilinde yapÝlmasÝ gereken ißlem ve harcamalarÝ bŸro
gelirlerinden yapar ve yapÝlan harcamalara ilißkin tŸm bilgi ve belgeleri bilahare
ADYMÕye gšnderir.
2.
ADYM toplandÝktan sonra ise; 1Ônci bentte sayÝlan gšrevliler ADYMÕnin
talimatlarÝ doÛrultusunda hareket ederler.
06 ACÜL DURUM Y…NETÜM MERKEZÜNÜN G…RE VLERÜ:
A. KAZA - KIRIM OLAYLARINDA:
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ADYM;
1.
YaralÝ mŸrettebat ye yolcularÝn gecikmeksizin hizmet kapasitesi yeterli saÛlÝk
merkezlerine sevk edilmeleri, šlŸlerin defnedilmesi veya ailelerinin istediÛi yerlere
sevk edilmesi i•in takip edilecek yšntem ye esaslarÝ belirler.
2. Kazaya uÛrayan u•aktaki yolcu ve mŸrettebat listesi temin edildikten sonra bu
listenin, 3. kißilerin eline ge•mesini šnlemek amacÝyla yurt i•i/yurt dÝßÝ check-in ve
rezervasyon sistemlerinde gšrŸntŸlenmemesini saÛar ve kontrol eder. Temin edilen
yolcu listesinin ne zaman ve ne ßekilde duyurulacaÛÝna karar verir.
3. Kaza-KÝrÝm olayÝna ilißkin šzet bilgileri kapsayan Acil Durum …zet Raporu
(EK:i) tanzim eder ve bir šrneÛinin en kÝsa sŸre i•inde yurt i•i ye yurt dÝßÝndaki
sigortacÝlara ulaßtÝrÝlmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
4. 05/C. maddesinde belirtilen, yurt i•i ye yurt dÝßÝ sigortacÝlarla mutabÝk kalÝnan
Duyuru Metni ile basÝn-yayÝn kurulußlarÝna ve kamuya bir a•Ýklama yapÝlmasÝnÝ
saÛlar, daha sonra yapÝlacak basÝn a•ÝklamalarÝ i•in de sigortacÝlar ile koordine
saÛlar.
5. Kazaya uÛrayan yolcu ve mŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝna gerekli bilgilerin ulaßtÝrÝlmasÝ
ve Aile Destek PlanÝnda yer alan esaslarÝn uygulanmasÝ i•in takip edilecek yšntem
ve esaslar ile yolcu ye mŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝnÝn ulaßÝm, konaklama ve iaßesi i•in
gerekli esaslarÝ belirler.
6. Gšrevlilerin kaza mahalline ulaßtÝrÝlmasÝ, konaklamasÝ ve iaßesi i•in gerekli
organizasyonu yapar.
7. Kazaya uÛrayan u•akta bulunmasÝ šnem arz eden muhtemel kargo (…rneÛin
Tehlikeli Madde-Dangerous Goods veya deÛerli eßya vb.) ile ilgili bilgilerin
olußturulmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
8. Mahallindeki meydan otoritesine, mahalli yetkililere, yabancÝ yolcularla ilgili
olarak emniyet Ÿnitelerine, yabancÝ Ÿlke temsilciliklerine ve gerekiyorsa askeri
yetkililere ulaßarak bilgi verilmesini saÛlar.
9. Kaza-KÝrÝma uÛrayan u•akta bulunan tŸm bagaj ye kargo ile ilgili her tŸrlŸ
bilginin toplanarak gerektiÛinde ilgili yerlere daÛÝtÝlmak Ÿzere hazÝr
bulundurulmasÝnÝ, ayrÝca kaza incelemesinin tamamlanmasÝnÝ mŸteakip, bu bagaj
ye kargonun gšrevlilerce derhal toplanarak depoya konulmasÝnÝ ve emniyete
alÝnmasÝnÝ teminen gerekli talimatlarÝ verir.
10.OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn, Sivil HavacÝlÝk Kanunu, Varßova Konvansiyonu, Lahey
ProtokolŸ, IATA Intercarrier Agreement (IIA) ve Agreement on Measures to
Implement the IATA Intercarrier (MIA), U•ak Kira, Code-Share ye Finansman
AnlaßmalarÝ gibi ilgili ulusal ve uluslararasÝ mevzuat ve taahhŸtleri, tahtÝnda
sorumluluklarÝnÝ yerine getirmek amacÝyla sivil havacÝlÝk otoritelerine, kiralayana,
finansšrlere ye ilgili tŸm kißi ve kurulußlara gerekli bildirimlerin yapÝlmasÝnÝ saÛlar
ye kontrol eder.
11.OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn IIA, MIA, Varßova ve Montreal Konvansiyonu vb. gibi kaza
tarihi itibariyle tabi olduÛu sorumluluk rejimi tahtÝnda, yolcu baßÝna, yolcunun
kanuni miras•ÝlarÝnÝn acil ekonomik ihtiya•larÝnÝ karßÝlamak ve ileride šdenecek
tazminat bedelinden mahsup edilmek Ÿzere yapÝlmasÝ gereken ve ißbu yšnetmeliÛin
yŸrŸrlŸkte olduÛu tarihte ge•erli olacak acil šn šdeme de dahil olmak Ÿzere tŸm
šdemelerin TŸrkiye i•in, nŸfus dairesinden alÝnacak kanuni miras•ÝlÝk durumunu
gšsteren meßruhatlÝ nŸfus kaydÝ veya mahkemeden alÝnacak veraset ilamÝ ile
TŸrkiye dÝßÝnda ise, o Ÿlke mevzuatÝna gšre ge•erli olacak belge ile ispat edilmesini
mŸteakip, kanuni sŸreler i•inde yapÝlmasÝnÝ ve uygulamasÝnÝ izler.
12. Kaza-KÝrÝm halinde, OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn baßka hava yollarÝ ile akdettiÛi CodeShare AnlaßmalarÝnda sefer yapan hava yolunun taßÝyÝcÝ veya biletleyen hava yolu
sÝfatÝ ile tabi olduÛu sorumluluk rejiminin ve Acil Durumda izlenecek ÒClaim
HandlingÓ prosedŸrŸnŸn anlaßmalarÝ gereÛi taraflarca nasÝl ŸstlenileceÛini ve
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uygulamanÝn ne ßekilde yŸrŸtŸleceÛini tespit etmek amacÝyla derhal Code-Share
AnlaßmasÝnÝn diÛer tarafÝ ile temasa ge•er ve her iki tarafÝnda kendi yolcusunun
tazmin sorumluluÛunu ŸstlendiÛi durumlarda, Code-Share AnlaßmasÝna taraf olan
diÛer taßÝyÝcÝnÝn uygulamasÝna paralel hareket edilmesini gšzetmek amacÝyla
koordinasyonu saÛlar.
13. Acil Durumda Kaza-KÝrÝma uÛrayan u•aÛÝn u•uß mŸrettebatÝna ilißkin her
tŸrlŸ lisans ve sertifikalarÝn toplanmasÝnÝ, bir kopyalarÝnÝn •ÝkarÝlmasÝnÝ ye 3.
kißilerin eline ge•meyecek ßekilde muhafaza edilmesini saÛlar.
14. Aile Destek MasasÝnÝn olußturulmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
15. Olay Yeri Acil Durum MasasÝnÝn olußturulmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
16. Yurt DÝßÝ SatÝß MŸdŸrlŸkleri, Acil Durumun meydana gelmesi halinde
uygulanacak olan, kendi uygulama planlarÝnÝ bulunduklarÝ Ÿlkenin yerel koßullarÝna
gšre, bu yšnetmeliÛe ve yšnetim planÝna uygun hazÝrlarlar ve Genel MŸdŸr (Ticari)
YardÝmcÝlÝÛÝ Uygulama PlanÝnda yer almasÝ i•in gšnderirler.
17. Acil Durum Yšnetim Merkezi verdiÛi talimatlarÝn yerine getirilip
getirilmediÛinin kontrolŸnden sorumludur.
B. U‚AK KA‚IRMA OLAYLARINDA:
ADYM;
1.
U•ak ka•Ýrma olayÝna ilißkin šzet bilgileri kapsayan Acil Durum …zet
Raporu (EK:1) tanzim eder ve bir šrneÛinin en kÝsa sŸre i•inde yurt i•i ye yurt
dÝßÝndaki sigortacÝlara ulaßtÝrÝlmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
2.
Ka•ÝrÝlan u•aktaki yolcu ve mŸrettebat listesi temin edildikten sonra bu
listenin, 3. kißilerin eline ge•mesini šnlemek amacÝyla yurt i•i/yurt dÝßÝ check-in
ve rezervasyon sistemlerinde gšrŸntŸlenmesini saÛlar ve kontrol eder. Temin edilen
yolcu listesinin ne zaman ve ne ßekilde duyurulacaÛÝna karar verir.
3.
05/C. maddesinde belirtilen, yurt i•i ye yurt dÝßÝ sigortacÝlarla mutabÝk
kalÝnan Duyuru Metni ile basÝn-yayÝn kurulußlarÝna ve kamuya bir a•Ýklama
yapÝlmasÝnÝ saÛlar, daha sonra yapÝlacak basÝn a•ÝklamalarÝ i•in de sigortacÝlar ile
koordineli olunmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
4.
Ka•ÝrÝlan u•akta bulunan yolcu ve mŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝna gerekli
bilgilerin ulaßtÝrÝlmasÝ ve Aile Destek PlanÝnda belir1enmiß esaslarÝn uygulanmasÝ
i•in takip edilecek yšntem ve esaslarÝ belirler.
5.
Ka•ÝrÝlan u•akta bulunmasÝ šnem arz eden muhtemel kargo (…rneÛin
Tehlikeli Madde-Dangerous Goods veya degerli eßya) ile ilgili bilginin
olußturulmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
6.
Meydan otoritesine, mahalli yetkililere, yabancÝ yolcularla ilgili olarak
emniyet Ÿnitelerine ve gerekiyorsa askeri yetkililere ulaßÝlarak bilgi verilmesini
saÛlar.
7.
Ka•ÝrÝlan u•akta bulunan tŸm bagaj ye kargo hakkÝnda her tŸrlŸ
bilginin toplanarak gerektiÛinde ilgili yerlere daÛÝtÝlmak Ÿzere hazÝr
bulundurulmasÝnÝ saÛlar.
8.
Yolcu ve mŸrettebat yakÝnlarÝnÝn u1aßÝm, konaklama ve iaßesi i•in
gerekli esaslarÝ belirler.
9.
Ka•ÝrÝlan u•ak ile ilgili olarak, OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn, Sivil HavacÝlÝk Kanunu,
Varßova Konvansiyonu, IIA, MIA, U•ak Kira, Code-Share ve Finansman
An1aßma1arÝ gibi ilgili ulusal ve uluslararasÝ mevzuat ve taahhŸtleri tahtÝnda
sorumluluklarÝnÝ yerine getirmek amacÝyla sivil havacÝlÝk otoritelerine, kiralayana,
finansšrlere, gerekli bildirimlerin yapÝldÝÛÝnÝ kontrol eder.
10.
OrtaklÝÛÝmÝzÝn baßka hava yollarÝ ile akdettiÛi Code-Share
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AnlaßmalarÝnda sefer yapan hava yolunun taßÝyÝcÝ veya biletleyen hava yolu sÝfatÝ
ile tabi olduÛu sorumluluk rejiminin ye Acil Durumda izlenecek ÒClaim HandlingÓ
prosedŸrŸnŸn anlaßmalarÝ gereÛi taraflarca nasÝl ŸstlenileceÛini ve uygulamanÝn ne
ßekilde yŸrŸtŸleceÛini tespit etmek amacÝyla derhal Code-Share AnlaßmasÝnÝn diÛer
tarafÝ ile temasa ge•er ye her iki tarafÝnda kendi yolcusunun tazmin sorumluluÛunu
ŸstlendiÛi durumlarda, Code-Share AnlaßmasÝna taraf olan diÛer taßÝyÝcÝnÝn
uygulamasÝna paralel hareket edilmesini gšzetmek amacÝyla koordinasyonu saÛlar.
11.
Acil Durum Yšnetim Merkezi, verdiÛi talimatlarÝn yerine getirilip
getirilmediÛinin kontrolŸnden sorumludur.

C. DÜÚER NEDENLER ÜLE MEYDANA GELEN ACÜL DURUMLARDA:
Acil Duruma, sebep olan olayÝn šzelliÛine Gore, ißbu yšnetmelikte belirlenen
gšrevler •er•evesinde takip edilecek yšntem ve esaslarÝ belirler.
07 ACÜL DURUM Y…NETÜM MERKEZÜNÜN ‚ALIÞMALARININ SONA
ERMESÜ:
Acil Durum, ADYMÕnin bu yšnetmelikte dŸzenlenen gšrevlerini yerine getirdiÛine
ilißkin nihai raporunu hazÝrlamasÝ ve Genel MŸdŸre sunmasÝnÝ mŸteakip, tŸm
OrtaklÝk Ÿnitelerine •ekeceÛi, olaÛan •alÝßma dŸzenine dšnŸlmesine ilißkin teleksin
yayÝnlanmasÝ ile sona erer.
08 Y…NETMELÜK EKLERi REVÜZESÜ
Bu YšnetmeliÛin ekleri olan; Aile Destek PlanÝ (EkÐ2) ile Acil Durum Yšnetim
PlanÝÕnÝn (Ek-3) her zaman gŸncel halde tutulmasÝnÝ teminen, bu planlar Ÿzerinde
yapÝlacak her tŸrlŸ deÛißiklik ve revize Genel MŸdŸrlŸk OnayÝyla yŸrŸrlŸÛe
girecektir.
09 Y†R†RL†K:
Yšnetim Kurulunun 08.03. 2002 tarih ye 29 sayÝlÝ kararÝyla yŸrŸrlŸÛe girmißtir.
Yšnetim Kurulunun 20.03.2004 tarih ye 49 sayÝlÝ kararÝyla; 01 AMA‚ BšlŸmŸnde
dŸzenleme, 03 TANIMLAR BšlŸmŸnde dŸzenleme ve ilave, 04 SORUMLULUK
BšlŸmŸnde dŸzenleme, 05 GENEL ESASLAR BšlŸmŸ E., F., G., Maddelerinde
dŸzenleme, 06 ACiL DURUM Y…NETÜM MERKEZÜNÜN G…REVLERÜ
BšlŸmŸnde A/14., A/15., A/16., A/17. Maddelerde ilave ye dŸzenleme, 08
Y…NETMELÜK EKLERÜ REVÜZESÜ BšlŸmŸnde dŸzenleme yapÝlmÝß olup,
Üntranet ortamÝnda yayÝnlanarak aynÝ tarihte yŸrŸrlŸÛe girmißtir.
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APPENDIX E
CASE ONE: EMERGENCY CONTROL / MINUTES OF MEETING

MINUTES OF MEETING
SUBJECT OF THE MEETING: The determination of the principles of moral and
material compensation including advance payment which will be paid by ÉÉ.. on
behalf of THY to the injured passengers, crew and dependants of the deceased
passengers.
PLACE OF THE MEETING: Legal Department of THY between 10-11-12-13-14
January 2003.
PERSONS ATTENDING:
For THY:
Chief Legal Counsel Berrak AÞCI
Il. Chief Legal Counsel Arzu SadÝkoÛlu
Legal Counsels: …zge Seren, Þafak VeziroÛlu, Sel•uk Gerdan,
Finance Director: Rengin AkÝllÝoÛlu
Deputy Insurance Manager:NalanÉÉÉ.
Specialist: Lale Kaplan
For Insurance Broker:
For Ray Sigorta: Halim Ümil
For Insurance Brokers: Michael ÉÉÉ.
Turkish Attorney for Insurers: Dr. Kerim Atamer
THE POINTS MUTUALLY AGREED ON: The principles that were applied for
the previous accident were reviewed and the following has been agreed on.
Furthermore, the principles in relation to the advance payment which will be paid
by THY for the first time are agreed.
1-THY will create a file for each injured and deceased passenger and crew as
attached (att: )
2- In principle, THY will directly liaise with the injured passengers and the
dependants of the deceased passengers, and these people will not directly contact
the insurers.
3- The documentation related to the Turkish passengers (power of attorney, release,
offer letter, questionnaire, etc.) will be prepared by THY, the documents related to
the foreign passengers will be prepared by insurers.
4- THYÕs answers to the list of 39 questions requested by the insurers in their fax
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dated 9.1.2003, are provided to them in 2 folders.
5- The public announcements (att: ) related to the accident which are agreed on by
the parties both in English and Turkish are released to the press.
aa) Within the frame of Family Support Services, to give the information about the
compensation amount (Att: 9) which was stated in the standard advance payment
form (Att:8) to the Turkish and foreign dependants of deceased passengers face-toface or on the phone,
bb) To send the agreed instruction letter (Att: ) to the Turkish Airlines Sales Offices
in Turkey and abroad,
cc) For foreign passengers, to send the attached letters to the consulates of the
countries, which they are a citizen of or in case of stateless passengers, the country
in which they are resident,
dd) To demand the documents in the attached list (Att: ) from the dependants of the
passengers who are citizens of United Kingdom,
ee) Regarding the dependants who are citizens of a country other than United
Kingdom, as there are no registration logs in those countries stating the legal
inheritors as in Turkey, to determine the documents of entitlement according to
local law of each country, proposing of legal attorneys for this task by the insurers
and approval of such attorneys by Turkish Airlines, but in any case, for Turkish
Airlines, to be the addressee for the foreign dependents of deceased passengers and
have the reinsurersÕ previous approval and perform in accordance with such
approval,
ff) To review the documents of the Turkish deceased passengersÕ dependants
which were mentioned in (aa) above, in accordance with the attached letter (Att:),
gg) In case personal delivery of the documents to Turkish Airlines by the deceased
passengerÕs dependants to the unit which is established in Turkish AirlinesÕ General
Directorate and where the commissioned personnel specified in attachment 12 will
be performing, approving of such documents by the insurers subject to the
information of the Turkish attorneys afterwards and in case of sending of such
documents via our sales offices or the fax numberedÉÉÉÉin the Legal
Department, faxing of the documents which are approved by Turkish Airlines to the
insurerÕs Turkish attorney prior to the approval for payment by Turkish Airlines and
giving consent to Turkish Airlines in 15 minutes,
hh) Approving of and notifying by the reinsurers Turkish Airlines of the documents
stating the entitlement of the foreign deceased passengers dependants,
ii) Upon submittal of the required documents by the Turkish and foreign dependants
of the deceased passengers and approval of such documents by the parties, payment
of 21,000 USD which will be subject to deduction from the final compensation
amount against the release forms issued by Turkish passengersÕ dependants
(AttÉÉ) and foreign passengerÕs dependants (standard form to be suggested by
the reinsurers)
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b)

Regarding the final compensation;
To demand from the Turkish dependants

aa) Judgment of the court stating the legal inheritors and their entitlement as
percentage of the assets to be inherited,
bb) For determination of the deceased passengerÕs income,
6- It is agreed that all the documents submitted by the related persons in relation to
the advance payment will be retained by THY and all such documents in relation to
the final compensation will be retained by the insurers.
7- The compensation procedure in relation to the injured passengers:
a) In relation to the advance payment:
It is agreed that;
aa) To make an advance payment in the amount of 21,000 USD to the injured
passengers (to themselves) to meet their immediate economical needs and to be
deducted from the final compensation against the signed release in the attached
form (att:).
bb) To send the letters in the attached form (att: ) to the hospitals which state that
the hospital costs and expenses of the injured passengers will be paid by
THY.
b)

In relation to the final compensation:

It is agreed that;
aa) To send the letters in the attached form to the hospitals (att: ) which state that
the hospital should inform THY whenever the treatment of the passengers are
completed or the passengers are transferred to another hospital.
bb)To send the questionnaire as attached (att: ) to the injured passenger,
cc) Upon receipt of the final response from the hospital with respect to the injured
passengerÕs health condition and the above-mentioned questionnaire, to send the
files to the actuary who is appointed by mutual agreement of THY and the insurers
for the actuary calculation,
dd) To obtain the final signed report prepared by the actuary after making
discussions on the draft report,
ee) To send the offer letter in the attached form (att: ) which will be prepared in
accordance with such actuary report to the injured passenger,
ff) To calculate the final offer to include also compensation for baggage,
gg) Since the moral compensation will be evaluated separately for each injured
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passenger and for each injury, to give authorization to the negotiation group to
make a payment betweenÉÉÉ.TL andÉÉÉ.TL,
hh) To pay the final compensation upon receipt of the injured passengersÕ written
acceptance and against the signed release.
8. Compensation procedure relating to deceased passengers:
a) Regarding the advance payment:
i)
Payrolls of the last year,
ii) If the passenger has other income apart from his salary, a copy of the
tax declaration form forÉÉÉ..certified from the tax authorities, accrual forms and
collection receipts,
iii) state of insurance (social security institutions),
iv) Private insurance (health, life, travel), the name of the insurer and
policy number,
cc) Documents stating the payment made by the dependants which are not
covered by the social insurance institutions or private insurance companies
(expenses for diagnosis, transportation, burial and all other expenses)
dd) To send the forms prepared and agreed for demanding such documents
to the addresses of deceased passengerÕs dependants by Turkish Airlines,
ee) To classify the documents sent by the deceased passengersÕ dependants
in separate files for each passenger in Turkish Airlines Legal Department,
completion of the missing documents by Turkish Airlines, to send the completed
files to the actuary appointed according to the procedure mentioned above for
determination of the pecuniary compensation,
ff) In case of objection to the amount which is determined by the actuary
appointed by Turkish AirlinesÕ and the insurerÕs consent, re-calculation of the
amount by two actuaries to be appointed by Turkish AirlinesÕ and the reinsurersÕ
consent,
gg) To notify the entitled dependants of the compensation amount for the
actual damages which will be determined in accordance with the final signed
actuary report agreed by the parties, with the attached offer letter (Att: ),
hh) Upon acceptance of the compensation amount stated in the offer letter
by the entitled dependant, to pay such amount by Turkish Airlines against final
release form (Att: ) signed by the entitled dependant.
8-The insurers will pay 150 USD per each file created for each passenger for the
Legal Department to the THYÕs account,
9- The gross fee to be paid to the actuary for each file isÉÉÉ..TL.
10- All final moral and material compensation (inc. baggage claims) shall be paid
in Turkish currency and the advanced payment shall be converted into Turkish
Liras at the exchange rate on the crashed date and deducted from the final
compensation amount.
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11- All legal expenses and travel allowances and other expenses related to the suit
which may be filed by the claimants in case of objection to the amount calculated
by the actuary, shall be paid by the insurer, and the suits shall be handled by THYÕS
lawyers.
12-In case the claimants do not accept the final offer based on the report of the
actuary and file a suit and if THYÕs legal counsels represent THY in such a suit, all
costs and expenses incurred by THY including but not limited to travel allowance
and the fees and costs of local attorney which may be hired by THY if THY deems
necessary, will be reimbursed by the insurers.
13- The insurers shall pay all the documented costs and expenses incurred by
THY.
14- The insurer shall reimburse promptly every five advance payment made by
THY to the THYÕs account.
15- The insurer will request approval from the underwriters to pay the deposit for
the compensation payments to THYÕs account.
16- The insurer will pay the necessary legal compensation if there are any claims
for cargo or post carried on the crashed aircraft.
17- This minutes consists of 17 articles and read and signed by the parties.

APPENDIX F
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CASE ONE: SUSAN MARTINÕS REPORT

Grief shrouds Kurdish city after plane crash in Turkey
By SUSAN TAYLOR MARTIN, Times Senior Correspondent
© St. Petersburg Times
published January 9, 2003

DIYARBAKIR, Turkey -- All week, talk in this eastern Turkish city has been of the
unusually mild weather and the thick, ghostly fog.
Wednesday night. the fog apparently caused a Turkish Airlines flight to crash just
two minutes before it was due to land at the cityÕs airport. Authorities say the pilot
was unable to see the runway, and the jet barrelled into a nearby field.
Of the 80 people aboard, 75 died. One survivor, a woman, reportedly was saved
because she came to rest in a haystack.
Within a short time of the crash, the fog seemed to lift slightly. There were stars
overhead and a crescent moon.
But the fog soon thickened again, shrouding the city as hundreds of friends and
relatives went in search of their loved ones, first to a hospital where survivors were
taken, then to the university gymnasium that would serve as a morgue.
ÒWhat has happened to us?Ó a man wailed as ambulance after ambulance passed
slowly by, bearing the bodies. Little groups of Kurdish women, clad in traditional
head scarves and long patterned robes, followed slowly behind, moaning loudly and
cupping their hands skyward.
But most of the others were silent, all hope gone from their faces. The only sound
was the occasional ring of a mobile phone or the faint shuffle of feet as police urged
the crowd to stand back and let the ambulances pass.
Flight 634 was nonstop from Istanbul to Diyarbakir, a bleak city 150 miles or so
northwest of TurkeyÕs border with Iraq. The population ballooned to 2-million over
the past two decades as hundreds of thousands of Kurdish refugees poured into the
city -- fleeing northern Iraq after the 199l Persian Gulf War or trying to escape
vicious fighting between Turkish forces and Kurdish guerrillas bent on forming a
separate state.
The airport here is used for both military and civilian purposes, and Diyarbakir is
among the Turkish cities often mentioned as a possible headquarters for U.S. forces
in event of a war with Iraq. TurkeyÕs military dismissed sabotage as a cause for
WednesdayÕs crash.
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Since the start of the new year, the weather has varied wildly. It snowed last week,
followed by four days of rain; then unseasonably warm weather with temperatures
in the 50s turned the streets to mud and caused dense fog from sundown to late
morning.
On Monday, the flight that St. Petersburg Times photographer Jamie Francis
planned to take from Istanbul to Diyarbakir was canceled because of fog. On
Tuesday, the same flight was delayed four hours before finally taking off. But as the
plane approached the Diyarbakir airport after the hour and 50 minute flight, the fog
was still so bad the pilot aborted his landing a few feet off the runway and went
around again before landing.
Francis said he couldnÕt see the ground until the plane touched down.
Tuesday evening was clear when I took Flight 634 -- the same flight that crashed
Wednesday
-- from Istanbul to Diyarbakir. But fog descended later that night and didnÕt lift
until almost noon Wednesday. It had descended again by the time the plane was due
in at 8:35 p.m. local time, 1:35 p.m. in Florida.
The plane used on the fatal run was an RJ 100, a British Aerospace four-engine jet
that can carry 99 passengers. Authorities said it split into three main pieces on
impact, and the small fire that followed was quickly put out.
Among the survivors were two men and a woman who escaped with shredded
clothes but relatively minor injuries.
ÔThey were conscious and talking, but they were in shock,Õ said a nurse at the
government-run hospital here.
A toddler also survived the impact but was reported to be on life support. The dead
were thought to include an American and two Britons.
Within a half hour after Flight 634 went down, it seemed all of Diyarbakir knew
what had happened. Relatives not already waiting at the airport hurried to the
terminal on foggy roads, only to find dozens of police and soldiers in camouflage
blocking the entrance.
One man waited for word of his brother, another for news of a cousin.
ÒThere is no explanation, nobody says anything to us,Ó a third man angrily
exclaimed.
A few people got welcome news at the hospital. Most others were turned away with
a dreaded announcement: You can claim the bodies at the sports stadium of Tigris
University.
Their blue lights barely visible a half block away, the ambulances bearing the dead
were followed by flatbed trucks carrying chairs and tables for the makeshift morgue
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-- to accommodate relatives who had to identify the victims.
By midnight, so many people lined the road to the stadium that police finally
ordered them onto a nearby playing field. They moved en masse, dark, anonymous
shapes silhouetted against soft eerie light in the fog.
But they would wait as long as they had to. According to Muslim custom, the dead
are supposed to be buried quickly.
Most of passengers of Flight 634 will be laid to rest less than 24 hours after they
boarded their flight.
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Crisis Management for Airports and Airlines
Crisis Management for Airports and Airlines
by Frank Taylor

Abstract
While Airport Managers have only to consider accidents on or close to their own
airport, Airline Managers are not so lucky, about half of their incidents and
accidents will occur away from their home airport. However should an airline have
an away accident at an airport where few of its own staff are stationed airport and
other local staff may be required to take on extra responsibilities until such time as
the airline staff arrive.
The need to avoid accidents and yet to plan thoroughly for them may be confirmed
by means of the detailed simulation of an accident with senior management staff
forming the Crisis Management Team and having to respond to the wide range of
problems cropping up following the ÔaccidentÕ. A Crisis Management simulation of
an away accident is described.
Introduction
Airport and Airline Safety Managers are well aware of the fine line that may exist
between having an incident and having a major accident. They are also usually
aware of the advantages of having well prepared Emergency Procedures to
minimize the effects, both social and financial, of an accident should one ever
occur. Other senior managers despite recent requirements emanating from the USA,
may be less likely to appreciate the wide variety of problems that they may have to
face in the aftermath of a major accident arid may thus be reluctant to give safety
the backing necessary if we are to maintain, let alone improve, the air transport
industryÕs existing excellent safety record during the coming decade.
Fortunately accidents are very rare occurrences but this leads to the unfortunate fact
that very few managers have had the opportunity of acquiring the knowledge
necessary to deal with the kind of crisis likely to develop in the wake of an accident
it is not sufficient to know that there is a chapter somewhere in a manual
somewhere on the shelves, somewhere in an office, on what to do immediately and
what to do over the next few hours and days following an accident. There is a clear
need for several key people to be familiar with everything concerned with what it is
fervently hoped will never happen. This can only come about by means of the
comprehensive training of all who are designated to be involved and when an
accident or other such event does occur. Without such familiarity and training a
crisis can very easily become a catastrophe!
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There are many areas of major importance, including: establishing good
communications, finding out what has occurred and where; checking that those on
board, whether fatalities, casualties or uninjured survivors, are being or soon will be
looked after appropriately; similarly that next-of-kin and other Ômeeters and
greetersÕ will be looked after and kept informedÕ establishing good relations with
the media, it being vitally important that the airline is seen by the media to be doing
all that it can to help those involved.
While airport staff will also be concerned with all these topics they may be more
directly involved in matters of direct concern to the airport, including establishing
the state of the airport, will it be closed to other traffic and if so for how long? fire
cover status, organizing accommodation for next-of-kin, etc, the media,É
The airport and the airline must be seen to be working together, since although the
airport is unlikely to go out of business as may the airline, its profits could be cut
permanently it airlines and passengers perceive it to be in any way responsible.
There is a story going around of a senior airline official who, following a bad
accident to one of its aircraft on approach to an airport, announced that the airline
was not at fault as it was well known that certain key approach aids had been
deficient for several months. This statement not surprisingly backfired when he was
asked why it was then that the airline had continued to operate into such a deficient
airport.
Many different problems may arise after the loss of an aircraft, concerning the
emergency response,
The key point is that around a half of an international airlineÕs accidents are likely
to be abroad, at an ÔawayÕ location. Thus a table-top simulation may be the only
way to become involved in and appreciate the additional problems surrounding 50%
of its accidents, those in a foreign country, somewhere that the airline has only a
handful of staff or perhaps where it does not operate and thus has no staff at all.
Aircraft accidents
The effects of a major accident may be divided into several distinct yet overlapping
stages.
(i) If potentially hazardous problems develop prior to landing, the Emergency
Services at the intended destination and the airline itself can be alerted and
emergency procedures brought into readiness before the accident, if any, occurs. If
there is no such warning then inevitably action starts only after the accident has
occurred, in which case the location of the accident site may or may not be known
immediately. Thus there may still be a period of uncertainty before any reel action
takes place.
(ii)As soon as the accident site is known the Emergency Services take control, the
preservation of life taking absolute priority. The Fire and Rescue Services will
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usually be in control of the wreckage and the Police of everything else, enabling
triage and movement to hospitals and elsewhere to take place smoothly. At the
same time the airline will be seeking information both for its own use and to be
passed on to others and will be working to provide accommodation for the
uninjured, the Ômeeters and greetersÕ, that is the friends and relatives who may have
been waiting at the airport or who may soon arrive, and for the media.
(iii) Once the accident site is cleared of people and the wreckage is secure the
Emergency Services soon stand down and the accidents investigators take control of
the site. Although the investigation on site may only take a few days, allowing the
wreckage to be moved and the site tidied up, the whole investigation may take
months of even a year or more to complete and will study events that led up to the
accident, the impact itself and any fire that followed, and the actions of the airline
and Emergency Services since these may have affected the continued survival of
those on board.
(iv) The airportÕs and the airlineÕs involvement may start before the emergency is
declared and continue long after the investigation report is published. It may start
with the very first problem to an aircraft with the crew notifying Air Traffic Control
who will alert airport and airline ground staff continue in parallel to the work of the
Emergency Services through the early stages after the accident and continue both
with the supply of information concerning passengers and crew and with that
concerning the aircraft, its maintenance, its cargo and everything else required by
the accidents investigators However as the principal link between those on the
aircraft and their next-of-kin the involvement may continue for several years, as
may counselling of staff. As an example British Airways and Manchester Airport
staff assisted in the organization of the tenth anniversary service for the victims of
the August 1985 Boeing 737 accident.
The crisis management simulation described later is primarily intended to cover the
first two or three days after an accident but it also points to issues that are likely to
arise at some considerable time in the future.
Emergency Procedures
While it is obvious that the airlineÕs emergency procedures may be crucial, in some
cases the efficiency of an airportÕs emergency procedures may also significantly
affect the outcome, for better or for worse. In its report on an accident in 1997 the
UKÕs Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB) made the following comment:
Study of the ÔAirport Emergency ProceduresÕ published to co-ordinate the
responses of both the airport and Island emergency services, showed that they were
drawn-up in November 1983 and amended in January 1985. Since then they had
fallen into disuse and as such no current definitive Airport Disaster Plan existed.
and made this safety recommendation some two weeks after the accident:
affect the finances of the airport and/or the airline.
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It is important that it is recognized that other parties will have different priorities yet
the airline may be the main or perhaps the only source of information vital to other
parties. An example is the cargo and baggage, perhaps perceived as being of much
less importance than the passengers, but to the fire and rescue crew a matter of life
or death! Thus producing the cargo list must rank equal to producing the passenger
list. Neither are necessarily straightforward, last minute changes may not yet be
recorded everywhere and with cargo many items, all Ônon-hazardousÕ under normal
transit conditions, may be combined into a Ôconsolidated loadÕ which could take
some time to sort out and which when subjected to impact and fire may become
distinctly less harmless.
One problem obvious to the airline will be that it must not only maintain its
schedules while being one aircraft short but may also have to transport a large
number of people to the accident site - or as close as is possible to it since the
accident may have occurred far from an airport or, if on it, the airport may still be
closed. Also if they can be got there - where will they stay?
Similarly the airport may have to deal with more passengers and other members of
the public than usual because of flight delays but may have to do so with less space
and fewer staff since some large rooms or areas may have to have been allocated to
the various groups associated with the accident.
The airline will wish to continue its operations with the minimum of disruption, if
necessary by diverting flights and passengers to alternative airports. The airport
does not have this option but will also wish to resume normal operations as soon as
possible.
Holiday locations, particularly islands tend to be full at peak times of year. If an
aircraft lands with a fresh load of holidaymakers and then crashes on or shortly after
take-off, closing the airport, pressure upon accommodation may be stretched
beyond its limit. If the accident occurs on US territory or if US citizens are involved
then the requirements of the National Transportation Safety BoardÕs, (NTSBÕs)
Federal Family Assistance Plan will need to be met, putting an even greater strain
on resources. Furthermore if it is deemed by the media to be a significant accident
(and this may be affected by what other major news stories are about at the time)
then the media will be there in force and the media is renowned for fixing its
accommodation needs very efficiently.
Legal action may be started against the airline airport or both even before the dust
has settled at the accident site and even if this does not occur there is still the need
to copy any documents that might become pertinent to the accident before the
originals are seized by investigation or judicial authorities
Such matters and many more are all part of crisis management and therefore a part
of Air Transport Management that may affect the whole industry and its future.
Major emergencies
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A major emergency may come in a variety of forms, not only an aircraft accident
but perhaps an aircraft hijack, an aircraft trapped in a war zone, the contamination
of aircraft catering, a bomb explosion in the airport or in an airline sales office or
any other major event associated with the airline or airport. Unfortunately not all
airlines can cope properly, some will muddle through, others may go out of
business. Others again may face the world and be seen to be giving every possible
assistance to the survivors (if any), to the next-of-kin and to the investigators; such
airlines may come through relatively unscathed.
Planning and training
Sitting back and listening to lectures or conference papers has its place and some
useful information may be absorbed but there is no truly effective substitute for
actually being involved. Since actual accidents are rare it is necessary for airport
and airline staff to participate in regular (and if possible frequent) full scale disaster
exercises, working with all the emergency services. Airports have to run such
exercises to maintain their licenses but all parties can learn a great deal if they are
properly run.
Such exercises are extremely valuable but they are almost inevitably limited to a
ÔhomeÕ airport and, however essential, are an expensive way to learn the basic
lessons, many of which may be learned initially just as effectively from small scale
and relatively inexpensive Ôtable-topÕ simulations.
The Airport Director should produce, issue and be responsible for the maintenance
of an Airport Disaster Plan that defines the policy, procedures and areas of
responsibility of those airport and Is/and services identified as being required to
react in the event of an airport disaster.
There must have been many occasions throughout the world when similar
comments could have been levelled at the airline concerned! Although there is no
magic formula for success there can be no doubt that careful planning, training and
practice can minimize the adverse effects of a major accident, yet this cannot be
done in isolation. The key to this is in the management structure, all senior staff
must be aware of what actions are required after an emergency alert, It follows that
all parties must have an Emergency Procedures Manual that is kept up to date,
frequently reviewed and practiced. It is of no use knowing that somewhere there is a
manual setting out what should be done, manuals must be available 24 hours a day
and not in a locked office nor in a locked cupboard. Furthermore key personnel (and
those who cover for them in their absence) must be familiar with the main contents
and at the very least know what immediate actions are down to them, including who
else they need to alert without delay.

The Crisis Management Team and Centre
Although names and acronyms may vary the concept of having a Crisis
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Management Team, members of which will all be notified at the first sign of an
emergency, is common to many organizations, however it is essential to have
designated alternative members for when any are away or otherwise unavailable,
Ideally the team should have a suitably equipped room at its disposal, the Crisis
Management Centre (CMC). This may be a dedicated room but more often it might
be an existing board room but with the provision of a photocopier, additional phone,
fax and other communication lines, clocks, maps, boards for writing out and/or
pinning up information for all members of the team to see, manuals, and indeed
everything that might be needed at any time of the day or night. Note that rapid
communication is essential which is why the names (primary and alternatives) and
numbers published in Emergency Procedures Manuals must be kept right up to date.
It also has to be remembered that since a crisis may last for several days a single
team may not be sufficient handing over to others must be planned for but to
whomÕ? The crisis will mean much extra work for essentially the same number of
staff, deputies will already be deputizing for those in the CMT and thus cannot
leave this job to start another! All will need to work extra hours each day the CMT
is required, these hours will need to be carefully arranged in advance, to be set in
motion immediately the emergency is recognized. Because there may be a large
time difference between the CMC and the accident site it is possible that all 24
hours will need to be fully covered for several days.
It is the task of the CMT to keep itself informed about all that is happening, to be
and to be seen to be the centre of all operations relevant to the accident, to make the
major decisions necessary for the handling and containment of the emergency and
thus to control the whole situation with the aim of ensuring the survival of the
airline. As such it will be in contact with the normal departments of the airline and
with other specific groups such as that dealing with passenger information.
The Telephone Enquiry Centre
Whether an airline has its own Telephone Enquiry Centre (TEC - previously known
as the Passenger Information Centre or PlC) or whether it uses equivalent services
such as that run by British Airways and the Police at Heathrow Airport, the
collection of detailed information on passengers (and on those who might have been
passengers) is an essential part of the post-accident activity. Not all passengers are
who they have said they are, there may be last minute changes that would have been
put onto paper or into the computer the next morning, thus it can take some time to
establish exactly who was on board and who was not. Even then it may takes weeks
or months to identify all the fatalities. These matters will not be the prime
responsibility of the CMT but the CMT will usually wish to be regularly briefed
with the latest news from the TEC, not least because of the need to prepare
information for the media.
When simulating an accident for one major international airline it was decided to
extend the simulation to exercise the airlineÕs own TEC. The call-out following the
first news of the accident was all Ôin real timeÕ with all staff being called on their
listed numbers. We then passed relevant information directly to TEC staff and left it
to them to pass what they thought fit on to the CMT and to answer the CMTÕs
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questions.
Despite extensive training of its volunteer staff several cultural and translation
problems arose that had not been foreseen and which a less realistic simulation
might not have revealed. One of particular significance to airlines with staff coming
from a variety of cultures and with several languages came about because all TEC
staff training had been done in English, it being assumed that local staff would be
able to cope even better in their own native language Several callers acting as nextof-kin were instructed to pretend that they only spoke their native tongue
throughout the simulation: they were correctly put through to appropriate members
of staff with a similar background but there matters fell apart. Well trained and
experienced staff suddenly found that they could not respond to the caller, nor ask
essential questions in a sensitive manner, in their own language! Training has now
been modified to encompass the lessons learned and to correct this unexpected
failure
A Casualty Bureau may also be established by the local Police, the division of
responsibility between this and the airlineÕs TEC will vary according to conditions.
A point common to many countries in these circumstances is that only the police
are authorized to inform a person that their close relative is dead. This can cause
great suffering to waiting relatives even if handled with care If everyone else nearby
is being united with or given details of their relative then it is difficult not to
imagine the worst if airline staff say that they have no information for you, worse
still if they say that they cannot give you any information.
If the accident occurs upon US territory then the NTSBÕs Family Assistance Plan
calls for the formation of a Joint Family Support Operations Centre (JFSOC). This
will normally be close to the accident site and in a hotel or similar building offering
office accommodation and good communication facilities. A hotelÕs Business
Centre and conference facilities might be ideal but there is of course no guarantee
that anything like this will be available should the need arise.
Other matters
Cultural differences must also be taken into account by those monitoring media
information following a fatal accident There are vast differences around the world
and especially when t comes to reporting deaths In some countries informed
estimates are likely to be reported which may eventually turn out to be either overor under-estimates of the final total but which are usually of the correct order of
magnitude. In others it is traditional to issue exact numbers even if it is quite certain
that the final number will be very much higher even before the report is transmitted.
Thus the ÔexactÕ number can go up and up as time passes but give little idea of what
the final number is likely to be In the early stages of an emergency such cultural
differences must be accepted and must be respected.
Areas, often within the airport or in nearby buildings and preferably at some
distance from each other, will have been set aside for the accommodation of nextof-kin, the uninjured and the media The CMT, TEC staff and the police will keep in
close touch with staff looking after these groups and should ensure that the media
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are contained in a suitable area and kept well informed Otherwise the chances of
journalists and TV crews getting to the others will be even higher.
Simulations
As suggested earlier it believed that the best way of learning about and appreciating
the wide range of problems that may occur following an overseas or ÔawayÕ
accident is by means of a detailed simulation
Since some people seem to have an in-built resistance to simulations to get the most
out of one the ground needs to be well prepared in advance by means of a relaxed
but thorough briefing session. Then the simulation must involve people from the
start and appear ÔrealÕ. Furthermore the simulation itself must be followed by a
thorough debriefing that not only allows time for discussion of the lessons learned
but also encourages the participantsÕ feelings to be expressed and to be shared. With
this preparation they should become better able to deal with the similar feelings of
anger, frustration, helplessness etc that are likely to occur during the management
of a real crisis.
Finally we hope that the discussions started both during and immediately after the
simulation will be continued and acted upon when delegates return to their regular
places of work. Seeing and being involved with the major and protracted problems
that follow an accident may not only insure that the airline will be better prepared
should a real accident ever occur but, even more important, delegates whose airline
positions do not directly involve safety may be more receptive and understanding
when colleagues bring safety issues to their attention. The hope that this will lead to
improved safety levels and fewer accidents is the prime reason for running such
simulations!
So far The Cranfield Aviation Safety Centre in conjunction with Avinta Ltd has run
eight of these moved? We try to put each of them into a post closely related to their
previous one a post in which they should feel reasonably comfortable. In addition
they all have an evening at the bar together to get to know each other before the real
work starts.
The accident site
Since one important objective is to make delegates aware of the problems
associated with an accident outside their immediate control, one where they must
rely heavily on personnel they do not know and in a foreign country that they have
never visited, we have always used accident site well away from the home base of
the airline. Thus for non-European airlines (real or invented) we may have an
accident in the aforementioned Kronenbourg. For a European airline, or one from
almost anywhere else for that matter, we have our accidents in the Caribbean, on
the island of Sainte-Angelique which is the largest of a group of ex-French islands
called Les Isles Saintes. In fact Ste-Angelique can be renamed and put down in a
variety of places throughout the world where the French once had (or might well
have had) colonies. At present we have a group of identical islands, the largest of
which is Ste-Emeulue, positioned off the west coast of Sumatra so as to be close to
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many routes to and from Singapore. We are also considering possible sites in the
Pacific, or indeed anywhere of a customerÕs choosing!
Recently and in order to introduce the requirements of the NTSBÕs Family
Assistance Plan it came about that a few years ago the US took over Les Isles and
called them the US Windward Islands. It is here that the accident occurs during our
open courses.
Fiction must go no further than is strictly necessary, so although the place where the
accident occurs must be under the total control of the Directing Staff, which it could
not be if we used a real country, it must be geographically in a real place. Therefore
both Kronenbourg and Ste-Angelique appear on the maps provided and can,
without any ambiguity, be related in terms of distances and times to other airports.
The events
As with the places involved so all events are derived from those that have occurred
following real accidents. This is important and is explained during the briefing, we
donÕt need to invent surprising or unlikely events, they have already happened!
Accidents are extremely rare events in themselves so it should be no surprise to find
that they are often caused by and associated with very rare and unlikely events. In
addition the timings are based on real accidents, for example the time taken to
remove people from the aircraft, alive but trapped by wreckage, is based mainly on
the accident near East Midlands Airport in January 1989.
Planning the simulation
While certain events are based closely on past accidents other timings depend on
the terrain and the distances over which vehicles and, occasionally, people have to
travel. It is therefore necessary to have detailed maps of the area and use, as far as
possible exactly what is there. With Ste-Angelique we had a list of existing hotels
and hospitals and all we needed to add were details of a few apartments that were
probably there anyway, very little having changed since the US take-over.
Having also decided upon the number of ambulances and other vehicles available
and where they are based, the exact times that passengers and crew, alive and dead,
are taken from the accident site and subsequently arrive elsewhere are determined
by progressively building up a chart in an ÔExcelÕ file. Something over six hours are
covered one minute at a time down the page and the starting point, the crash site
and all eventual destinations are listed in columns across the page. Thus at any
given time information is available showing how many passengers and crew are at
each location or are en route.
The names and addresses of everybody who was on the aircraft, together with those
who had intended to fly but didnÕt, and of all their next-of-kin, are contained in the
columns of a ÔWorksÕ file. This is based on having a row for each aircraft seat,
numbered in the way used by the airline but with additional lines for cockpit and
cabin crew. The columns include a triage category (Cat 0 = dead to 3 = uninjured)
and other notes that cross refer to other data, events, etc. On the KronAir flight
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passengers may be anywhere from 01A to 47K with cockpit crew in 000a and 000b
and cabin crew in rows 00, 08, 30 and 48. It is also possible to add ÔrowsÕ with the
details of anybody on the ground who happened to be injured as a result of
simulations, three for two major international airlines, one for a cargo carrier plus
four ÔopenÕ simulations in which delegates from some five or six different airlines
or airports have participated together. From these it is clear that participants have
been totally involved, treating the simulation as if it were a real event and have been
made aware of many important, previously un-thought-of problems. In addition the
impression we have gathered is that participants have gone back to their airports
and airlines and discussed crisis management at a variety of management levels
right to the top.
The simulation
For our open simulations we provide a set of draft Emergency Procedures but
activate the call out ourselves since we already have the airline Crisis Management
Team (CMT) together. When working with a real airline we decide how to
accomplish the call out in conjunction with non-participating airline personnel and
on one occasion this led to the call going out when most members of the CMT were
travelling to work, not all with mobile phones.
Our simulations vary but that to be described, without it is hoped giving away too
many secrets to potential delegates, is essentially the open simulation offered at
Cranfield in May of each year.
The timetable
During one real day our Crisis Management simulation attempts to cover the
problems that may face the airlineÕs CMT during the first two or three days
following an accident to one of the airlineÕs aircraft. We therefore compress this
period into the one day by having occasional time jumps and with a relief team
supposedly operating over each night.
Each delegate has, for the purposes of the simulation, just joined KronAir, the flag
carrier of the Grand Duchy of Kronenbourg, a small European country adjoining
Germany and France. Each receives a welcoming letter from the MD of KronAir
and a folder of information concerning Kronenbourg and KronAir, the latter
including draft Emergency Procedures. Each is informed that he/she will be a
member of the CMT should an emergency arise, one being designated as its Head.
The delegates arrive for dinner and for an evening briefing after having viewed their
reasonably well equipped CMC.
The following morning they are scheduled to attend a meeting in the CMC to go
over the draft emergency procedures but, surprise, surprise, an accident occurs
before they can get properly down to business and information and requests start
coming in thus they are set to work with no prior warning. So the day
(encompassing over two days) passes until the evening when we break for the
course dinner!
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The next and final morning is devoted to the thorough debriefing sessions with
delegates departing after lunch.
The roles
During the simulation (and during the first part of the debriefing) the 10 or so
delegates, being mainly KronAir staff but perhaps with one or two Kronenbourg
International Airport staff, form the CMT; we, the 6 or 7 members of the Directing
Staff, are everybody else! For example we take the parts of top airport and airline
management, members of the press, contacts in the police, in ATC and at airline
offices closer to the accident site, KronAir opens its TEC with a member of our
Directing Staff acting as the TEC Manager. We prepare complete passenger and
crew lists and pass on appropriate information as it becomes available either on a
routine basis or as called for by the CMT. Thus while most information arrives in
the CMC by fax or memo there is also voice and direct contact to provide additional
realism. A point occasionally missed is that in this case they have to make their own
record of what was said and/or agreed. We stress that no decision made by the CMT
is effective until it has been communicated correctly to the outside world via the
Directing Staff.
When an accident occurs, real or simulated, to a real airline at or close to a real
airport, the delegates may well know each other but may not previously have
worked together closely. They are of course familiar with their roles since they are
working as themselves. The accident will occur to one of the airlineÕs aircraft,
though not necessarily in a location with which they are familiar. These conditions
are not possible during an ÔopenÕ simulation since delegates come from different
airports and airlines and from different parts of the world Thus each delegate is still
himself or herself but is now working for KronAir or Kronenbourg international
Airport with new colleagues; usually all will have been promoted, or why would
they have.
This file also has data derived from the Excel file so that each personÕs time to
leave the site, en route and arrival at hospital, hotel, temporary mortuary or
elsewhere is recorded. Having certain information in two independent files helps
track down errors before the names of people arriving at, for example, hospitals or
hotels, are recorded and passed to the JFSOC by fax.
While we, the Directing Staff, have determined where everyone is, no person within
the simulation, including the roles taken by the Directing Staff, will have all of this
information available to them. These files thus show basic information not
necessarily known by anyone, although most of the information could be
ascertained if all the relevant questions were asked of all the right people. However
it must also be understood that some answers to perfectly valid questions will be
wrong and that it will take some considerable time to recognize this and to correct
the errors.
Running the simulation
Since by the very nature of the occasion delegates will be expecting an ÔaccidentÕ to
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one of their aircraft, the only surprise open to us is to have it occur slightly earlier
than most will expect it. Information arriving at the Safety Department is relayed to
all delegates with follow-up instructions from the MD for them to get on and
manage the emergency Thus perhaps the most important section in their Emergency
Procedures, the call out of the CMT, goes smoothlyÕ Thereafter they need to deal
with information, requests and instructions coming in by SITA, fax, memorandum
letter, telephone and, occasionally directly from another person.
As the accident is in the Caribbean where the airline has only a small handful of
staff much of their Emergency Procedures Manual is of little or no use (since it, like
many real ones, does not adequately address this situation), they therefore need to
consider carefully how to deal with the crisis as the situation reveals itself Usually
their initial ideas of working within their job specifications are soon overtaken by
the realization that they need to spread the workload more equally.
Passenger lists
Although establishing the passenger and crew lists is the task of the TEC we
anticipate that the CMT will want to know these as soon as possible, we therefore
supply progressively more complete and more accurate information throughout the
day, based upon the time taken following real events. However when information
comes it doesnÕt always arrive in the TEC it may go to the CMC when it is essential
that it is forwarded to the TEC. We have observed that very often people will
assume that anything that comes to them must also have gone to other appropriate
parties. In fact very often this is not the case and we supply several pieces of
information that should be immediately passed to the TEC, others to the accident
site or to some other person or group. Similarly when we have had a TEC operating
we have given them information that is not their concern but that should be passed
on to the CMT, very often it has not been passed on because they assumedÉ
If the accident occurs within or close to an airport we can expect the fire and rescue
crews to be on site very quickly and for triage to start soon after. However locating,
counting and recording details of a plane load of passengers and crew in no easy
task and mistakes and omissions will occur. Some may run or walk away from the
site, missing the triage stage, these may subsequently be difficult to trace. We build
in a few such problems but also, eventually, fill in most of the gaps.
With a flight departing late in the evening, particularly if it has been delayed, airline
staff may depart for home and their beds as soon as the aircraft has taken off,
leaving the paperwork until the morning! Should the aircraft return and crash there
may be long delays before all relevant information concerning passengers, baggage
and cargo can be found. Such a scenario frequently fits in with our desired crash
time at Cranfield.
While the TEC will be seen to be coping with the ÔroutineÕ problems we introduce a
few, all based upon real past events that require decision making at CMT level.
Some of these have built in pitfalls that they need to take care to avoid.
The JPSOC
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US requirements state that, somewhere not too far away from the accident site, the
airline must set up a Joint Family Support Operations Centre. It will be obvious that
under the circumstances or our remote accident the responsibility for doing this
must be passed to a local organization. We pre-empt this by having the local airline,
AŽr Angelique, do this as part of their own local procedures and for them to then
ask KronAir to send staff to help operate it. Thus the JFSOC very soon starts
collecting passenger information from the site and later from the hospitals, hotels
and temporary mortuary. This has obvious short term benefits for KronAir but also
some less obvious longer term disbenefits that the CMT must try to minimize.

The cargo
While it is hoped that the CMT will very soon start making enquiries or issuing
instructions about the cargo manifest (which will eventually be supplied), enquiries
will arrive from the sources and/or destinations of certain items thought to be on
board. The contents of the cargo hold will also be of prime concern to those at the
accident site. Although the Fire and Rescue Services will initially have gone ahead
with their duties without knowledge of the possible hazards, once the fire is out and
the survivors have been removed from the area detailed information is requested
prior to shifting the cargo and baggage to a safe place.
Despite the usual assurances that there were no dangerous goods on board shippers
admit that certain items might be potentially dangerous if subjected to impact and
fire and those on site find some pretty nasty looking substances oozing from
damaged packages. The CMT finds itself at the centre and must pass on information
and obtain answers as a matter of priority.
The media
While the TEC is attempting to put together the passenger list some surviving
passengers may talk to reporters, or may contact their relatives by telephone who, in
turn, may talk to reporters. Consequently dealing with the media works both ways:
it is necessary that the CMT keep the media informed and are deemed by the media
to be sympathetic and to be doing everything possible, but equally all news items
should be checked in case the media have obtained information not yet gathered
through official channels. To make this point we, in the guise of the airlineÕs PR
department, supply transcripts of radio and TV reports, copies of newspaper articles
and CNN internet reports. Some include vital information perhaps tucked away at
the bottom of the page and/or close to a distracting photograph, such information
can easily be missed!
The accident investigation
This will start immediately although little will occur on site until all survivors have
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been removed. Nevertheless the CMT may be the focal point for requests for
information from the investigators, in this case from the NTSB, before more official
channels have been established. In this context and to avoid too long a quiet period
our lnvestigator-in-Charge on site offers some useful details from the site while
requesting information that he needs from the CMT.
As the State of the Operator the Kronenbourg Directorate of Aviation will be
participating in the investigation and the Accredited Representative will almost
certainly wish to take a senior KronAir pilot and an experienced engineer with them
as Advisors. As we donÕt supply the CMT with a complete staff list we make them
aware of the request but have the MD actually make the choice and inform the
CMT of the names. It is however up to the CMT to try to sort out their means of
transport and their accommodation for when they arrive.
Legal aspects
In reality many legal problems may occur but for our comparatively brief
simulation we have two main inputs. The airlineÕs firm of solicitors fax the CMT
offering extensive advice and another firm announce that legal action will be taken
on the basis that, in effect, the airline had not been pro-active in providing more
protection from fire for its passengers. Much of the advice should be passed on to
various departments and the threat of legal action needs to be discussed, the CMT
must decide how to proceed.
General
In all the CMT receives some 120 sheets sent directly into the CMC, including
memoranda, letters, faxes, maps, transcripts of radio broadcasts and photocopies of
newspaper articles. In addition the TEC receives some 50 sheets, mostly faxes from
hospitals and hotels forwarded by the JFSOC, which are copied to the CMC for
information.
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CASE TWO: PRESS CLIPPINGS OF SARS
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CASE TWO: WHAT IS SARS
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CASE TWO: THYÕS PRESS RELEASE FOR SARS
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CASE TWO: THYÕS PRESS RELEASE / NEW MEASURES
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CASE THREE: PRESS CLIPPINGS FOR NEW DELHI FLIGHT
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Your comments are welcomed here

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION
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